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Abstract
The use of anthropomorphism i.e. ascribing human thoughts, emotions, and intentionality to animal behaviour
is discussed fiercely in the scientific literature. Despite these discussions, few studies focus on what
anthropomorphism does in practice have been executed. In this explorative study, three tensions pertaining to
anthropomorphism are analyzed. These tensions are: direct versus vicarious experiences, affect for individual
animals and holistic nature and the differences and similarities between humans and animals. Two focus-group
discussions were carried out, debating segments of the film ‘the new wilderness’ and the nature area ‘de
Oostvaardersplassen’ the transcripts of these discussions are data analysed to reveal these tensions. The
results convey that different people make sense and relate differently to the tensions involved with
anthropomorphism and that this could be based on the level of being scientifically informed. The data suggests
that the direct experiences of people when the visit a natural area can be mediated as well. Especially the
children see both experiences as more enmeshed whereas the students split the two experiences based on
their academic understanding of reality. Ultimately a direct experience is preferred for reasons of peacefulness,
sensation (touch) and smell; therefore direct visits are still an important way to experience nature. The data
about directing affect conveys that the students are influenced by their scholarly view by directing affect
towards knowledge about nature, whereas the children directed their affect towards the totality of nature
through individual animals. Both groups described differences between humans and non-human animals, the
students only described mental differences whereas the children focussed more on behavioural differences.
Next to that the children have a more fluid understanding of the differences between humans and animals; this
is contrasting to the students’ expressions that see a rigid split between the two.
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Chapter 1 – Introduction & Problem Statement
The genre of Wildlife documentary and films are important media which provides many people a form of
access to remote places and wild animals (Bousé, 2003). More and more children are coming into contact with
nature via such vicarious or symbolic representations of nature. These encounters are framed as experiences
without physical contact with nature. The rise of such vicarious experiences goes in tandem with the decline of
actual physical visits to natural settings (Kellert, 2000). Vicarious in this paper is understood as a second-hand
experience of nature, so there is always a representation-filter in place to make sense of that nature. But the
symbolic representation of nature is not a contemporary process; rather humankind has always portrayed
nature in symbolic or mediated ways (cave drawings, legends, and totems). Nevertheless, some scholars fear
that televised nature will substitute the direct experience of nature (Kellert, 2002). Direct experiences of nature
could also be mediated, because people base their expectations on earlier experiences (virtual or direct) with
nature. Conversely these experiences are expected to vary across individuals. However, there is an important
difference; with direct experiences, people are supposed to make use of their own mental filters as opposed to
vicarious representations.
Other scholars argue that such vicarious documentaries can raise awareness about environmental problems by
making clear how local actions can influence global ecosystems and thus linking on to the idea of “think
globally, act locally” (Holbert, Kwak, & Shah, 2003). Through documentaries, viewers can experience nature’s
beauty without impacting local habitats, in that way documentaries are rendered as an ethical way to raise
awareness of the natural world and promote environmental learning. But questions still pertain on how ethical
it is to intrude animals’ lives in this way; do they also have the right to privacy? (Mills, 2010). Mills (2010) also
states that documentaries are “constructed not only as ‘good’ pieces of television in artistic terms: they are also
‘good’ in social and educational terms, a highly moral and ethical use of the technology of broadcasting to
inform citizens and engage them in major global concerns.” However, in other scientific literature, he highlights
that nature documentaries do not convey an honest picture of the natural world. Because animals cannot
speak for themselves producers often give meaning to their actions by using a voice over that tells the
audience what one is seeing (Mills, 2012). Next to that, post-process editing, creative camerawork (framing of
the scene and facial close-ups), and a focus on spectacle and action are deployed by producers to tell an
entertaining story about nature (Bousé, 2003), (Elliot, 2001), (Wexler, 2008). Thus one has to keep in mind that
every representation of animals is rendered in a human way to make sense of the images shown. On the other
hand, the above-mentioned scholars do not describe an honest alternative in depicting nature, so why is it
considered as being problematic? Even the ambition to shoot a wildlife documentary without anthropomorphic
content is flawed because it is hard to imagine that nature is represented on its own terms. More likely the
story is framed in human terms because we as humans have no other way to think about nature than in our
own ways; inevitably leading to various gradations of ‘humanized’ representation of nature.
An overarching critique on wildlife documentaries is framed by the term anthropomorphism, i.e. ascribing
human thoughts, emotions, and intentionality to animal behaviour (Sealey & Oakley, 2014). In wildlife
documentaries, anthropomorphism is used by narrators and voice-overs to describe animal behaviour (Elliot,
2001). Since the advent of wildlife documentaries in the 1950s, the wrongs, and rights of anthropomorphism
are discussed heavily in the scientific literature (Keeley, 2004) (Elliot, 2001). In this discussion, there are two
extremes to be described: The ‘anti-anthropomorphites’ (adopted from Keeley, 2004) fear that using human
emotions and thoughts to describe animal behaviour can lead to accepting unfounded attributions of uniquely
human characteristics to animals. In a certain way, viewers could be deceived by how the animals are framed in
a documentary. By stating that a horse feels sad, people can get the impression that the resulting behaviour is
an exponent of this emotion whereas this behaviour may be triggered by other causes. Next to this obvious
form of anthropomorphism more subtle representations are also apparent. For instance by only showing epic
hunting scenes of a lion whereas in reality they lie around most of the time. This image of busy lions may
resound to the important industrious value held by humans. The ‘anthropomorphites’ on the other hand find it
appropriate to use human forms of descriptive language to explain animals’ behaviour because speaking about
non-human animals is always a human interpretation of the ‘real world’ (Keeley, 2004). They resound with a
more relativistic perspective on anthropomorphism.
To avoid anthropomorphism the scientific study of animal behaviour (ethology) has developed strict
procedures on how to categorize animal behaviour. It consists of noting down the frequency and the duration
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of animals’ behaviour patterns. Classic ethology scholars value this particular type of observation of animals
higher than explanations for the particular behaviour. In doing so they reason that they can put aside the
subjectivist undertones in the study of animal behaviour (Tinbergen, 1963). But within the contemporary
emerging paradigm of critical anthropomorphism, there is a new focus on explaining the behaviour of animals
pertaining to mental processes: cognitive ethology. “…Cognitive ethologists are interested in comparing
thought processes, consciousness, beliefs, and rationality in non-human animals...” (Bekoff & Allen, 1997). Thus
anthropomorphism, ethology, and cognitive ethology are three ways to interpret animal behaviour. But these
three styles are contested nonetheless. As Scott Churchill (2006) states there is a way to experience an intersubjective connection with other beings. “Our point of reference [then] is not our ‘own’ experience, nor is it our
intuition/imagination of the other’s experience - it is rather what he called a phenomenon of ‘coupling’ where
the other’s gestures furnish my own intentions with a visible realization” (Churchill, 2006). But he concludes
that contemporary epistemology in science is not ready for such an approach. Although there are some
examples of interspecies communication, the scientific field still struggles with the idea of animals as serious
subjects and ecological agents. As Hodgetts and Lorimer (2014) explain: “There is a hesitancy to challenge
existing disciplinary boundaries, particularly the monopolistic grip of ‘scientific’ epistemologies with regard to
understanding animal behaviour. Such divisions are institutionalized and policed through the familiar
infrastructures for research and pedagogy.” Next to that the understanding of anthropomorphism as negative
and misleading is said to be reproduced via educational modes (Sullivan, 1995). So the struggle is suggested to
be of a methodological, but also an epistemological nature (Hodgetts & Lorimer, 2014). The problem of animal
minds is ultimately a problem of access: anyone who has an animal companion ‘knows’ that there is sentience,
intelligence, intentionality, even ‘soul’ within the animal. The ontological ‘fact’ of animal cognition (and even
animal ‘personality’) does not present a problem to common sense, but it does to science.” (Churchill, 2006).
The struggle is how we as human beings give meaning to animal behaviour. Is there a way to describe nature
on its own terms, rejecting human inscriptions or explanations? I think not, no representation or direct
experience of nature can be complete since animals cannot explain how they make sense of the world.
Therefore discussion about how to represent animals’ behaviour will pertain. The dominant paradigm in
science conveys the idea that there is an absolute difference between humans and non-human animals;
however, this is not regarded as a self-evident assumption in this thesis.
Recent studies conclude that the use of anthropomorphism can be closely linked to connectedness people feel
towards nature and also stimulates conservation behaviour and animal welfare (Tam, Lee, & Chao, 2013)
(Butterfield, Hill, & Lord, 2012). These scholars reason that humanizing natural entities can lead people to
empathize with nature. Consequently, anthropomorphism in nature documentaries could be rendered as a way
to promote engagement with nature on a large scale; in this way anthropomorphism can promote proenvironmental behaviour. But none of the studies directs qualitative attention to anthropomorphism. What do
people think about anthropomorphism and other representations? In which particular ways do people direct
their affect towards nature? Is this variable when the level of being scientifically informed is different? Also,
anthropomorphism is brought to viewers in many different ways: Sometimes quite strong, but other times as a
subtle as a comment of the voice-over, so the term is not to be singularly understood; it is plural with a
spectrum of different gradations. With this variation in the level of anthropomorphism used and subjects
anthropomorphized, the central problem becomes clear. In previous studies anthropomorphism and televised
representations of nature and the relation with the appreciation of nature are not addressed on a level of
action and reaction within society. There is only a focus on anthropomorphism itself and the wrongs and rights
of this tension. What anthropomorphism does to people is not discussed. How are the different tensions in
literature played out in real life? How do people perceive differences between animals and humans? How do
people relate to vicarious and direct experiences and how do these experiences relate to each other? Are
ecological processes and individualized animals perceived different because of anthropomorphism? The study
of this topic could not only contribute to the understanding of the relation between anthropomorphism and
connectedness to animals and nature in general. It could also reveal ways of better understanding how people
grapple with the concept of anthropomorphism. These findings can guide environmental agencies in promoting
environmental engagement through the use or absence of anthropomorphism in commercials or
documentaries. So, anthropomorphism, on the one hand, could promote conservation behaviour but on the
other hand, it can convey an uncritical, humanized picture about the same nature. Nature documentaries and
films can be an example of this tension for some convey anthropomorphic scenes that could promote feelings
of engagement with nature but at the same time provide human explanations to animals’ behaviour as mere
facts. In the light of this matter one question is important as well; can there even be a misguided engagement
that is based on anthropomorphism? Or is engagement with nature always positive even if it is misguided?
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Chapter 2 – Research Objective & Research Questions
It is often believed that nature documentaries are good for fostering positive attitudes towards, and a gateway
to stimulate meaningful relations with nature. On the other hand people question this way of thinking because
it is not clear how this relation is triggered. In this thesis I investigate the use of anthropomorphism in nature
documentaries that combines with various tensions between human-nature relations The problem at hand is
the lack of knowledge in how people make sense of and react to images when watching vicarious and mediated
representations of nature. What does anthropomorphism do to/with different types of audiences? The
objective of this study could be framed as: to qualitatively explore the relation between vicarious experiences
of nature and how people direct their affect towards nature by researching in which ways people make sense
of- and react to anthropomorphism as used in ‘De Nieuwe Wildernis’. The main question could thus be posed
as: In which ways do people make sense of- and react to anthropomorphism as depicted in the nature film “De
Nieuwe Wildernis”? This question is framed as an explorative one focusing on the variety of reactions. The
answer to this question consists of responses to the film, the tensions in the literature and the film are used to
analyse the responses.
The film “De Nieuwe Wildernis” is a special one in its range; it is not only a popular nature film, but it also
depicts a very particular site of nature in The Netherlands. The original designation of this area was industry,
but due to the spontaneous development of nature, it is a nature area since 1970. Since then it has been
managed to accommodate many species. However, in 1989 the management of the Oostvaardersplassen
changed by an emerging paradigm in paleoecology. Horses and cattle were released to replace to replicate a
historical park landscape with open meadows and patches of forests. In 1992 these large animals were
accompanied by a red deer population. (Lorimer & Driessen, 2013) Nowadays the experiment is still up and
running and the populations of herbivores have gradually become ‘wild’ animals. However, the treatment of
these ‘wild’ animals caused severe indignation amongst animal right agencies, civilians and political parties.
Part of the experiment includes that the populations are not managed by people, but rather by the natural
carrying capacity of the nature area. This leads to very dramatic pictures of dying animals in cold winters when
food is scarce. To prevent unnecessary suffering the State Forestry Service (the manager of the area) gives
weak animals a mercy bullet (Keulartz, 2009). Still, the area and the animals therein are contested, giving extra
importance to the film. More interesting for this thesis is the way in which the film is structured. The narrative
is organized following ecological processes (the shifting of seasons, life, and death), but brought to viewers in a
rather individualized way (individual animals for storytelling). Because these two representations are expressed
at the same time this film is suited to explore how people make sense of both natural processes and
anthropomorphism. However, at the same time, this represents a tension on which kind of nature is right, just
or preferred. This tension is specific for the Oostvaardersplassen but also relates to a general topic of a
spectrum of man-made/influenced natures in the Anthropocene.
In the main question, there are a couple of concepts that are not entirely clear; anthropomorphism is
operationalized in the theoretical framework. Also, the aspect of how people can experience nature is adopted
in the theoretical framework because it falls in the domain of reactions to anthropomorphism. The subquestions are derived by the tensions that are apparent in both literature and the film itself. By following these
tensions as a lead way in the analysis phase the main question becomes more focused.

Tension 1: Direct and Vicarious Experiences.
This tension comprises the differences in experiencing nature in reality and via a mediated vicarious
experience. The common thought of the anti-anthropomorphites is that a direct experience with nature is
‘preferred’ because this is an unmediated experience opposed to a vicarious representation comprising forms
of anthropomorphism. Also, this theme connects to the wider discussion on how to perceive reality; the
concept of anthropomorphism is a part of that discussion. So how do different people react and relate to
mediated (anthropomorphised) and direct experiences of nature? The theme of this part can relate to
questions like: How do the different groups speak about this topic? Are there any differences or commonalities
to be described? And in which way do their answers reflect the literature about experiencing nature? How
direct is a direct experience? Is it simply being there? And is a vicarious experience necessarily less authentic or
‘real’? In which ways can televised nature lead to less direct experiences? All these questions can be
summarized by the following sub-question.
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In which ways do people speak about direct and vicarious experiences with nature?

Tension 2: Individual Animals and Ecological Processes.
As mentioned earlier the film ‘De Nieuwe Wildernis’ represents both humanized animals and holistic nature
with the focus on ecological processes. Anthropomorphism is used to personalize individual animals whereas
the ecological processes in nature are not often anthropomorphized. The ways in which different groups
express affect toward these two forms of nature can relate to what anthropomorphism does in practice. It is
interesting to see in which ways the two groups direct their affect. Is that towards individualized animals,
nature and her processes in general, or a combination? How do both groups represent anthropomorphized
individual animals and more neutrally represented ecological processes? At what instances, do the respondents
express their affect or appreciation? Are there other ways to show affect or appreciation towards nature than
described in the literature? These questions can be summarized by the following sub-question.
In which ways do people direct their affect towards different aspects of nature?

Tension 3: Humans and Animals
This tension focusses on the differences between humans and animals. The perceived differences between
non-human animals and people lie at the heart of anthropomorphism because anthropomorphism is based on
the idea of ascribing ‘exclusively’ human qualities (emotions, mental states, intentionality) to non-human
animals. How do different people grapple with this binary? Are we as humans allowed to place emotional,
intentional or behavioural predicates on animals? Which kinds of differences are there? In which ways do these
responses reflect the ideas conveyed by human nature divide and biophilia thesis? The questions presented
above can be generalized in the following sub-question.
In which ways do people perceive differences between animals and humans?
In figure 1 on the next page, the sub-questions and their relation to literature and this research topic are
presented graphically.
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In which ways do people make sense of- and react to anthropomorphism as depicted in the nature film “De
Nieuwe Wildernis”?

Tensions concerning the Film and
Anthropomorphism

Direct experiences
VS
Vicarious experiences

Humanized individual
animals VS
Holistic nature

Humans
Vs
Animals

In which ways do people express themselves concerning these tensions and reflect the theoretical stances
below?

Biophilia as a
Virtue
(Clowney, 2013)

Cognitive ethology
(Bekoff & Allen, 1997)

11

Human-Nature
Divide
(Anderson,
2000)

Chapter 3, Theoretical Framework
To make sure the concepts used in the problem statement are clear, the concepts are further elaborated upon
and supported by various theories. This part of the theoretical framework dealing with anthropomorphism is
used to analyse the nature documentary on anthropomorphic content.

3.1 Anthropomorphism
To analyse a nature documentary the concept of anthropomorphism needs further explanation.
Anthropomorphism is not to be singularly understood but is variable and dynamic. Therefore literature about
various styles of anthropomorphism is explored in this chapter (Elliot, 2001), (Lulka, 2008). In the actual
research, the term anthropomorphism is much vaguer than in the literature because it explores how people
react to anthropomorphism and not only how anthropomorphism is scientifically described. So the literature
research does not serve as an exclusive way to describe or analyse the data. Rather I will attempt to be open to
alternative categorizations that people bring forward. The dialogue between the new categorizations and
existing literature will function as a basis for the analysis. In this way, I make an attempt to resonate the
practice with literature.

Physical Anthropomorphism
The first form is said to be the “literal attribution of human physical characteristics to non-human organisms”
(Lulka, 2008). For example calling hooves of a horse ‘feet’ can be seen as an act of physical anthropomorphism;
a physical human quality (having feet) is projected at the non-human counterpart. Although verbal
representations of animals in nature documentaries are presented in a sometimes anthropomorphic way, their
physical appearance is mostly unmediated when filmed (Bagust, 2008). Therefore physical anthropomorphism
is an act of ‘naming’ or labeling. Also, framing of an animal having human-like physical qualities can be a
cultural construct. Horses were very important to mankind, that is why they have a special cultural status and
to honour them in Dutch their limbs are called legs. (benen instead of poten). So it may just be the proper term
to culturally refer to horses’ limbs. This physical construct of anthropomorphism is however mitigated by
images presented in the documentary; the viewer can see a picture of the animals’ physical appearance and
draw his/her own conclusions about how to make sense of the animals’ appearance. Also, it does not
automatically imply that these anthropomorphic phrases are regarded as wrong, but in some way, natural
entities are humanized by ascribing human physical characteristics.

Psychological Anthropomorphism
Psychological or emotional anthropomorphism, on the other hand, is framed as the act of ascribing human
mental states and processes, cognitive and emotional predicates, verbs of action and personality traits to nonhuman animals (Keeley, 2004). In nature documentaries, psychological anthropomorphism can be noticed by
analysing both the narration as well as the editing of the filmed shots. (Sealey & Oakley, 2014) (Bousé, 2003).
The narration of wildlife films and documentaries often contain constructions of deontic modality. This
linguistic construction is used to describe what humans ought to do according to human standards. Signal
words of deontic modality are for instance ‘must’, ‘should’, ‘ought to’, ‘needs to’ or ‘have to’ (Sealey & Oakley,
2014). These words can lead to an ‘obligation’ pertaining to non-human animals. But the point Sealey and
Oakley (2014) try to make is that animals and plants are not bound by these social authorities and moral
regulations as humans do. For instance the phrase “These plants must have plenty of water if they are to
survive” (Sealey & Oakley, 2014, own emphasis) in one way makes sense, because without water plants will die.
But the word ‘must’ gives way to an obligation to ensure that there is enough water. However, this ‘obligation’
lies not in our cultural domain of human social relations, but rather in the material domain of plants, biotic and
abiotic conditions that constitute the abundance of a plant species. By using deontic modality narrators do
refer to those social obligations and not to the living conditions of those animals or plant. Other obligations
feature e.g. the ‘need’ to overcome certain obstacles, the obligation to survive and the obligation to make
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decisions (Sealey & Oakley, 2014). Especially the obligations to overcome obstacles and to make decisions give
way to the representation of animals as making calculated choices. This is not untrue necessarily, but a human
way of reasoning is imposed on animals without substantiating the claim that animals reason just like humans
do. In other constructions, the emphasis on mental processes is made more explicit by inserting a cognitive
verb to the deontic modality. “She [polar bear] must decide whether to compete for food or run away and go
hungry” (Sealey & Oakley, 2014, own emphasis). Although animals do preform some behaviour and neglect
other behaviours it is not to say that these processes are necessarily similar with human reasoning and making
decisions. Because the source of obligation is not clearly identified, these kinds of linguistic expressions are
ambiguous and reflect human goal oriented thinking (Sealey & Oakley, 2014). But this argument runs both
ways: if animals behave purposefully and are indeed intentional in their behaviour, why can that behaviour not
be reflected as human? In mentioning obligations of animals the boundaries between human thinking and
animal psychological states become blurred. This is not a bad thing in particular; maybe this can aid to unsettle
and rethink the rigid schism between animals and humans.
The other framework used to analyse the nature documentary for anthropomorphic content represents a
visual construct. Bousé (2003) identified that not only verbal expressions can stimulate anthropomorphic
projections. But also by using close-ups; hereby a false intimacy with the filmed animal can be created.
According to Bousé (2004) “A facial close-up can be used to isolate a single animal, to individualize it and to
establish a separate identity for it (as the basis for storytelling).” Filmmakers use this technique to frame
animals as an individual (just like people) and not just as being part of a nameless ecological process. But the
editing sequence of different shots is where anthropomorphism actually takes place. In telling a story, animals
often seem to emotionally react to their surroundings, e.g. when stalked by a predator. However, in reality, the
‘hunted’ animal is looking at the cameraman. Of course, the animal can experience the presence of a predator
by viewing the cameraman as a predatory animal, but that is not what filmmakers convey in these scenes.
“Typically, such a shot is either preceded or followed (or both) by another shot that appears to depict what the
animal is supposed to be seeing. By inserting these false point-of-view shots, the close-ups now appear to show
the animal reacting to something other than the camera” (Bousé, 2003). In such a way human personality
traits, mental states, and processes and emotional predicates could be projected onto the non-human animal
in a realistic, but artificial way, just as humans are portrayed in a comedy for instance. Hereby the audience
may take these emotional states for granted while not founded in reality. Also, special musical themes are
employed in such scenes to add a certain (human) feeling to the scene. The editing can lead to accepting ideas
about human emotional traits that are not apparent in reality, but it does so in implicit ways and perhaps
without making the consumers aware. But at the same time, a consumer can think about the filming
techniques and come to the conclusion that animals are in fact reacting to the cameraman.

Cultural Anthropomorphism
Instead of ascribing human thoughts or emotions to non-human animals cultural anthropomorphism is framed
as giving a cultural explanation to non-human animals’ behaviour (Elliot, 2001). For instance mentioning that
animals are husband and wife refers to a cultural construct. Such connotations position a human value on the
animal world, and can support ideas of the nuclear family, heterosexuality, gender roles and monogamy (Mills,
2012). Such explanations only occur via narration and are a way to make sense of animals’ behaviour. The
various forms of cultural anthropomorphism are described below. Anthropomorphism is a quite complicated
concept because it is socially constructed. So not only can humans impose cultural or psychological concepts on
the animal world. But humankind often tends to look at nature as a norm for human life. With this duality, the
concept of anthropomorphism becomes ambiguous and indeterminable; anthropomorphism goes both ways.
Nonetheless, I provided an overview of how these complex interactions between human and animal get their
cultural inscriptions.
Wildlife documentaries often project a norm of heterosexuality onto non-human animals. Despite complex and
variable sexual behaviour in the animal world, documentary representations of pairing, mating and raising
offspring are often based on heterosexuality (Mills, 2012). The nature film March of the Penguins roused up a
public debate in the United States; some claimed it was a good evangelistic Christian film supportive of
heterosexual monogamy, but producers mentioned it was not their intention to support any such cultural
inscriptions (Wexler, 2008). Within the scientific discourse, there is much debate on how various forms of
sexual behaviours could be interpreted, yet nature documentaries often cultivate the heterosexual narrative in
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explaining sexual behaviour. On instants of close physical interactions between the same sexes, narration often
displays this kind of behaviour as friendship, peerage or other social functions. Alternative explanations of
homosexuality are excluded in the narrative (Mills, 2012). In this way, narration provides a culturally inscribed
explanation to non-human animals’ sexual behaviours; i.e. cultural anthropomorphism.
Not only heterosexual relations are presented as the norm in nature documentaries, but within this framework,
the family plays an important role too. Discussions about the traditional family unit and their alternatives are
common in contemporary societies. But conversely, there are some who feel a need to reaffirm traditional
beliefs in the debate about the ‘normal’ family (Mills, 2012). To get a glimpse of more natural family dynamics
people turn to observe family patterns in nature. Nature documentaries often bring forward the successful
family unit as one where two non-human animals of opposite sex raise a child by working together in clearly
defined gender roles. However, this is not necessarily anthropomorphic projection: perhaps human relation
ideas are also inspired by observations of animal behaviour. But nonetheless, this framing portrays mating and
caring for offspring in a way that all other forms of mating and raising (such as polygamy) are deemed
unnatural. When for instance polygamy is involved narrators do often refer to ‘families’ of animals that contain
one dominant male and more females and children. By naming these polygamous relations ‘family’ filmmakers
still try to connect to the idea of the family. Mills (2012) describes: “because wildlife documentaries foreground
mating, giving birth and rearing as their primary narrative interest, they place issues of the family at the core of
what constitutes animal behaviour and therefore at the core of what it is to be natural”. Hereby yet another
cultural inscription is imposed on nature without providing alternatives to the audience. Cultural
anthropomorphism as discussed here is framed as a means to present cultural norms as standards in the
animal world, for producers do not give alternative explanations of sexuality.

3.2 Appreciating Nature
The other term that needs clarification is the appreciation of nature. First, a general description of different
viewpoints on the determinants of the appreciation of nature will be given. By doing this the different theories
used to frame how people might be influenced in their engagement with nature are explored. Then I move on
to discuss the theoretical position used in this thesis. I try to be open to new categorizations that come up
during the actual research and use them in the data analysis phase to allow for dynamic interpretation.

Aesthetically appreciating nature
Some scholars think that knowledge about nature is necessary to appreciate it. Carson (1995) tells us that:
“Appreciation has an essential cognitive component, consider the courses that teach music appreciation or the
books that promote nature appreciation; the greater part of such courses and books is devoted to providing
information about the object of appreciation. Information which allows the appreciation to achieve a certain
cognitive stance toward that object of appreciation” (Carson, 1995). To me, this sounds more like
indoctrination training. When an object is appreciated (or not) on the basis of knowledge, which knowledge
then is preferred? As Carson (1995) states, music courses and nature books with (scientific) knowledge teach us
how to appreciate an object. However, these kinds of knowledge are not value free but are implicitly telling us
why and how to appreciate these objects. Therefore when the representation presented does not resound with
the earlier learned knowledge about such an object it might be that the object is not appreciated.
Matthews (2002) does not agree, she explains: “We do not have guidelines indicating which features uncovered
by science are relevant, nor does science itself give any rules for appreciation. So given all the natural sciences,
which are relevant to aesthetically appreciating a flower: physics, botany, ecology or chemistry? Each tells us
something true, but is it relevant to our appreciation? And is one piece of information more relevant than
others?” (Matthews, 2002). She thinks that not scientific knowledge is needed to appreciate nature, but rather
the empirical knowledge that reveals the object to the eye; lines, colours, structure. She says: “Empirical
knowledge does not tell us what is aesthetically valuable about an object, but by allowing us to perceive normal
states of the object, empirical knowledge helps to reveal aesthetic properties and aesthetic value.” (Matthews,
2002). Hereby the role of scientific knowledge is not rendered as unimportant, but rather empirical knowledge
is valued as the determinant of aesthetic appreciation.
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Individual and communal determinants
In the context of this research, it is necessary to know which theoretical tensions there are concerning
identifying with nature. Environmental psychology scientists are trying to predict pro-environmental
behaviours by using personality traits and attitudes as fixed variables. For instance, there is quite some
evidence that personality traits can lead to environmental engagement. Personality traits like agreeableness,
conscientiousness, and openness to experience were correlated to adopting pro-environmental behaviour
(Milfont & Sibley, 2012). Sociological studies, on the other hand, examine structural aspects like social class and
cultural capital as an explanation for pro- environmental awareness and pro-environmental behaviour (Östman
, 2013). For example Skogen (2009) explained differences in environmental engagement by using class as the
independent variable. But he also mentions that “other factors, such as education, cultural assets, and gender,
clearly have an impact on this relationship” (Skogen, 1996). The nice thing with these individual methods is that
they allow for empirical generalization. Statistics could be used to filter out significant relationships. But the
downside is that they are not that good in explaining why that relation is apparent. However, group-based
research gives one the opportunity to explore the diversity of meanings involved and adheres to the thought
that meanings are a product of social interactions.
A great number of studies on environmental behaviour are largely grounded in the traditional attitude theory.
However, this approach does not provide a theoretical explanation how these environmental attitudes are
developed or internalized (Schultz, Shriver, Tabanico, & Khazian, 2004). Schultz and his colleagues (2004) state
that: research has begun to differentiate between different types of environmental attitudes, and to develop a
theoretical model for the relationship between worldview and specific attitudes.” To account for different types
of attitudes the Value-Belief-Norm (VBN) theory was developed. This theory explains that there is a related
chain of variables that ultimately leads to behaviour starting with values. These values are recognized as the
base for the concern for environmental problems. Schultz and colleagues (2004) state that there are three
groups of values involved when talking about the environment. “Egoistic values are focused on self and selforiented goals (e.g. social power, wealth, personal success); altruistic values focus on other people (e.g. family,
community, humanity, friends); biospheric values focus on the well-being of living things (e.g. plants, animals,
trees)” (Schultz, Shriver, Tabanico, & Khazian, 2004). Each of these basic values can lead one to develop
attitudes of concern for the environment, but the attitude of each basic value is different. One can imagine that
egoistic values respond to concerns for the environment in the personal realm: “I am worried about the
degradation of the environment because I want to have the same living standards as I have now.” The altruistic
values can lead to concerns for the environment as: “I am worried about the degradation of the environment
because future generations deserve a good place to live too.” The biospheric concerns for the environment can
be expressed as: “I am worried about the environment because habitats are destroyed and so many species are
on the verge of extinction.”
Another approach to care for the environment is one that focusses on how much a person believes that (s)he is
a part of nature. Schultz and colleagues (2004) believe that there exists a spectrum of individuals who believe
that they are completely disconnected with nature and individuals who believe that they are a part of and
equal to nature. Or in their words: “an individual’s belief about the extent to which s/he is part of the natural
environment provides the foundation for the types of concerns a person develops, and the types of situations
that will motivate them to act” (Schultz, Shriver, Tabanico, & Khazian, 2004). However, the problem with this
theoretical approach is that connectedness to nature is a variable of a psychological nature. There are various
methods developed to measure this connectedness, however, most of these methods depend on self-reports
of people. With this being so, there is an implicit assumption that people know and are able to report their
beliefs. Regardless of such methodological problems, many scholars convey that personal connectedness to
nature is very important in fostering environmental practices (Frantz, Mayer, Norton, & Rock, 2005). Frantz and
her colleagues state that a focus on the self (Objective Self-Awareness or OSA) leads us away from unity with
nature. They conclude that: “The combination of a lack of pro-environment attitudes and heightened OSA led to
decreases in connectedness to nature. In contrast, those who held pro-environment attitudes showed no overall
change in connectedness to nature.” (Frantz, Mayer, Norton, & Rock, 2005).
Maybe experiences with nature can lead to a mending of this heightened OSA. Experiencing nature at first
hand can boost environmental engagement through the process of affective connection. Affective connection
with the environment is framed as the “subjective experience of an emotional attachment with the natural
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environment” (Hinds & Sparks, 2008). This feeling of emotional attachment can stimulate environmental
practices, but how these practices take shape is variable. The affective part of identification focusses on how
people feel belonging to a certain group (Johnson, Morgeson, & Hekman, 2012). Through affective
identification, people should feel positive about one’s membership to that particular group. Important
determinants of such feeling were found to be, past and present positive experiences with nature. But also the
exposure element was important: “This observation is extended by indicating that the more one has an
affective connection with the natural environment, the greater one’s intentions to engage with it” (Johnson,
Morgeson, & Hekman, 2012). It was also found that children raised in rural areas had a stronger connection
with nature than their urban counterparts due to their repeated exposure to nature. “Participants from rural
childhoods reported more positive affective connections, stronger identification, stronger behavioural
intentions, and more positive attitudes” (Johnson, Morgeson, & Hekman, 2012). Some scholars directly point to
the relation between anthropomorphism and connectedness to- and affect for nature. The use of
anthropomorphism can be closely linked to connectedness people feel towards nature and also stimulates
conservation behaviour and animal welfare because people can easier identify with humanized portraits of
animals. (Tam, Lee, & Chao, 2013) (Butterfield, Hill, & Lord, 2012). But I reckon that these relations are not as
straightforward as described here, the affect can be directed via different pathways. Therefore these different
pathways or modes of relating to nature are the mode of research in this thesis. When talking about feeling
connected with nature there are two contradicting theories that become important to discuss as well. They
represent an evolutionary and a social explanation on how people feel connected to nature or not.

Biophilia Thesis
In 1984 E.O. Wilson coined his theory of biophilia (Wilson, 1984). He states that people are evolutionary
adapted to have an innate tendency to focus on life and life-like processes. He thinks so because a large part of
human existence experienced a life in natural settings; therefore we still have a need to affiliate with nature.
But his theory goes even further: spending time in natural (or nature-like) environments promotes physical and
psychological well-being. This theory resounds with empirics of environmental psychology that indicate that
exposure to nature relates to a lower amount of the stress hormone cortisol after a stressing task. (Van den
Berg & Custers, 2011). There is no certainty whether or not this reduction in stress is apparent when watching
a nature documentary.
However, deprivation of natural environments is said to cause negative effects on human functioning. Zelenski
& Nisbet (2014) render the tendency to feel connected with nature as a gateway for further environmental
engagement. They state that: “Nature relatedness, defined as individual differences in cognitive, affective, and
experiential connections with the natural environment, strongly predicts sustainable attitudes and behaviours,
and this relationship holds across many assessment tools.” (Zelenski & Nisbet, 2014) They hypothesize that
tapping in on the biophilia of people and cultivating relatedness with nature is a way to both increase personal
happiness and conservation behaviour. In his article Clowney (2013) explores how biophilia can be cultivated
as an environmental virtue. He states that “Biophilia as a virtue must get beyond the cute and dramatic to the
appreciation of the marvelous, complex interactions of organisms in their environment. It is hard to care about
the well-being of non-human life” “Except … [when] its immediate importance to us is … obvious.” (Clowney,
2013)Humans must come to see themselves as part of a biotic community; when human beings feel that they
are connected to other life forms they will harbour a sense of obligation to play their own part in communal
sense with the biosphere (Clowney, 2013)These avenues are valuable to explore in the light of this research
because anthropomorphism could be a link in which people are drawn closer to nature, and find their
connectedness with all living things. But anthropomorphism can also inhibit the forming of such a biophilic
virtue because; it focuses on the cute and dramatic events in nature and not so much on the complex
interactions of organisms in their environment. Therefore it is interesting to see how respondents express their
biophilia.

Human/Nature Divide
At the same time, Clowney (2013) also indicates that Western societies, in particular, are not biophilic at all and
that it is hard for individual biophilia to flourish as an ethical virtue. This does not pose a problem to the
development for biophilia as a virtue but it only indicates that individual change goes in tandem with collective
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change. Concerning biophilia as a virtue there is one concept that impedes the identification with, and
connection to, animals and nature: the human/nature divide.
In modern societies, there still is a rigid split between humans on the one hand and animals and nature on the
other. It is a common line of thought that humans are different than other animals, because we have (in our
own eyes) the ability to employ reason, and express emotions in a calculated way. This then sets us apart from
other life-forms because non-human animals are deprived of that function (Anderson, 2000). This divide goes
long way back; in European culture Aristotle in particular, framed the foundations of this dichotomy. Anderson
(2000) tells how classic scholars reasoned that: “Animals possessed the powers of nutrition, sensation, and
movement, … but only humans possessed the powers of thought (nous), reason (logos), and belief (doxa).
Whereas humans could control their biological endowments through thought, animals were locked in the
tyranny of instinct, unable to realise their potential.” Also, the Judeo-Cristian traditions accepted the human
nature divide as evident. One only has to look at the beginning of the bible to find that humans are supposed to
rule the earth. “So God created man in his own image, in the image of God he created him; male and female he
created them. And God blessed them. And God said to them, “Be fruitful and multiply and fill the earth and
subdue it, and have dominion over the fish of the sea and over the birds of the heavens and over every living
thing that moves on the earth (Genesis 1:27-28).” Thus men are created after the likening of God, this gives
way to a thought that humans take on a higher place in the creation of God and can master animals. In his
book, Schouten (2005) mentions that these two quotations cannot be regarded separately from the whole. The
Bible tells us that mankind is obliged to rule as God would do. But he does not deny the fact that these verses
serve as an indication of a split between man and nature (Schouten, 2005). Even during the Enlightenment where religion was criticized - the human nature divide was rendered more absolute. The divine status of the
man was weakening, but the divide between human and animals continued in scientific discourses. In the
1660s, the French philosopher Descartes explicitly overlaid the dualism of reasonöanimal with the opposition of
mind and body – one which privileged the former (as the presumed site of intellect) over the latter (the
presumed locus of instinct) – the conceptual ground was further cleared to segregate human from animal
(Anderson, 2000). Reason became a distinct factor to separate humans from animals.
The writings of Darwin propose that animals share common ancestors and humans descended from apes. Also,
concepts like ‘reason’ and ‘mind’ are not fitted to define the species of Homo sapiens because they are both
products of a material organ: the brain (Anderson, 2000). But Anderson concludes that these writings did not
change the ways in which we speak about humans and animals: “… despite … the momentous implications of
the paradigm of evolution, certain ideas about the felt sense of ‘human’ stubbornly persisted First among them
was the premise of a constitutionally divided human being, split into ‘physical’ animal and ‘cultural-moral’
human. The part of Human which was not Animal continued to sit in a privileged relation to a devalued physical
province.” So this poses some limitations to feel connected with animals; if the animalistic part of ourselves is
devalued by contemporary societies, how can we even feel connected with other animals?
But other scholars think that the Darwinian discourse does have an influence on how we see ourselves in
relation to animals. For example, Jerolmack (2005) discusses how more and more people found new ways to
represent animals. He explains that: “… people have come to regard animals in a way that approaches
sacredness. Indeed, the growing use of the term companion animal over pet, the rising popularity of animal
rights philosophies and activism, the increasing use of legal sanctions against animal cruelty, and the popularity
of vegetarian diets attest to an attempt to put certain animals on a footing” (Jerolmack, 2005) These social
processes can indeed attest of a more biophilic relation with animals. In the light of the research, it is
interesting to see how people respond when seeing different scenes. Are they feeling connected to nature and
apply biophilic narratives or do they emphasize the differences between their selves and the animals depicted?
Or do people care about animals and nature in different ways when either emphasizing differences or
similarities?
In the light of this thesis, it is interesting to see whether and in what way people come in touch with nature
through nature documentaries. And do these experiences shape interactions and their affect with nature in a
mediated way? Is affect more indeed directed at individual (anthropomorphised) animals or rather towards
natural processes, or in more complex ways? Can people have an emotional experience or even feel positively
connection to nature without visiting that nature in person?
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Social Representations
I will neither adopt the psychological nor the sociological approach to environmental engagement. Rather I will
use the theory of social representations. Anthropomorphism in scientific literature is mainly used as a
descriptive term that is value-laden; this thesis rather explores what anthropomorphism does with/to people.
To account for more social and dynamic forms to conceptualize anthropomorphism I will introduce the theory
of social representations.
Social representations can be conceived as socially elaborated systems of values, ideas, and practices that are
used by social groups to understand a phenomenon, in this case, anthropomorphism. The theory focusses on
not only the cognitive aspects regarding nature but also the social construction in framing a concept. By doing
so social representations can help to understand the complex nature of people’s views on and connectedness
to natural entities. Whilst cognitive approaches are centred on the differences in individual visions on nature,
social representations are measured on the group level. Buijs (2009) states: “I believe that the strength of social
representations theory lies in the two-faced character of social representations: They are social cognitions that
are socially defined but individually internalized (Buijs, 2009).” To me, this duality in social representations
opposed to the strict individualism in environmental psychology and other theories is an excellent tool to work
with because one can imagine that feeling connected to nature is based on a shared identity but also on
individual aspects. According to Wagner et. al. (1999) “a social group is considered as an assembly of persons
that have a shared understanding about the object.” (Wagner, et al., 1999) In this definition, it is important that
at least some part of this shared understanding must be different from outsiders’ understandings. Different
groups do not necessarily have different opinions about the object of research, but other differences (be it in
tangible or virtual phenomena) must be apparent. In researching social representations, images, models and
verbal metaphors are the object of measurement, because social representations are not only vested in a
person or a group, but also in practice. By adopting social representations theory I hope that the interplay
between different forms of anthropomorphism and how people direct their affect to nature becomes clearer
than by using strictly individualist research methods. In this respect, social representations could connect to the
multifarious representations of anthropomorphism. In the analysis, I will not present a review on
epistemological insights that explain how love/affect for nature could be caused. Rather I evaluate how the
different groups direct their affect when viewing the film and how these modes of directing affect connect to
the before mentioned theories. In which ways do their affect flows towards nature? Which images, verbal
expressions are important determinants? This approach can result in a more complex research, but in a way it
can also be more true to the reality of everyday practice than studies that focus on individuals and explaining in
which way affect for nature is caused.
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Chapter 4 – Methodology
This is a qualitative study and the generated data is analysed from various perspectives. The methods used
should reflect those aspects. To grasp the full diversity of how people talk about anthropomorphism in ‘De
Nieuwe Wildernis’ and the tensions it conveys a qualitative approach is applied. However, there are various
qualitative methods to research such a topic. One could do in-depth interviews or participatory observation.
Rather this research is best suited by organising focus group discussions, because making sense of
anthropomorphism and how people relate to their environment is not merely an individual or communal
concept, but a representation that is created in the interplay between individual and social frameworks. By
using focus groups my aim is to get a better picture of how those people relate to anthropomorphism. For this
research, it is important that the participants have already seen the documentary because they can easily
relate to certain scenes. Just as with other methods, this one has some implications for the research itself.
Sim (1998) has formulated some restrictions that the use of focus groups poses to the research. First of all
focus group discussions involve an assumption of the individual as a communal being, therefore individual
phenomena are not often researched. However as mentioned earlier the theory of social representations
assumes that every representation is socially constructed but individually internalized. Therefore differences
between how representations are vocalized can still occur. Knowing that; social processes become more
individual and conclusions about individuals can be an added value in this kind of method. Next to that data
acquired from this type of research does not function as an indicator of consensus. The data can only reveal a
divergence or convergence of opinions and the degree to which these topics repeat across groups. At last,
empirical generalization from focus groups can be problematic, however, theoretical generalization is allowed
for (Sim, 1998). These methodological constraints pose few restraints to the research at hand because this
research is explicitly designed to be explorative and gives an overview on how the tensions concerning
anthropomorphism and the film are played out in real life. Using this method also has some distinct
advantages. Focus group discussions leave space for the dynamics of attitudes and opinions and provide
information on the interaction of group members as opposed to individual interviews. Also, people could be
more comfortable in conveying their opinion and spontaneous remarks are encouraged because they are
feeling empowered by the sense of a group (Sim, 1998).

4.1 Introduction of groups and group selection
For this research, two focus group discussions are organised. The entry in choosing the groups is founded by
literature. Hodgetts and Lorimer (2014) suggest that “the division between humans and animals is
institutionalized and policed through the familiar infrastructures of research and pedagogy” (Hodgetts &
Lorimer, 2014). Therefore a group of elementary school children (supposedly naive) and a group of university
master students (representing academic rigor) are selected. If research and pedagogy really reinforce the
human-nature divide, it is expected that these two groups relate differently to various forms of
anthropomorphism. Since elementary school children had less contact with research than university students
their view is expected to be more biophilic. That said there could be another variable apparent in the results,
that of emotional maturity. Older people can maybe better describe/explain their emotions, but at the same
time actively present certain emotions and hide others when perceiving nature documentaries. Maybe the
students do feel for nature but have learned not to get emotionally involved. With these two groups, I explore
the extreme cases of being scientifically informed. Since this is an explorative study with a small number of
groups the greatest variety in responses can be obtained by selecting the most diverse cases in the variable of
being scientifically informed, rather than selecting adjacent groups within this continuum (Seawright, 2008). I
claim that the data about these two groups can illuminate the theoretical debate around anthropomorphism
without compromising the integrity of the conclusions.
Other variables are important as well. The age of the elementary school children is about 11 or 12 and the
group consisted of 20 children. Furthermore, it is a mixed group consisting of more girls than boys. They all live
and go to school in Wageningen, which can be considered as an urban environment with a lot of rural places in
the direct vicinity. I selected this focus group by emailing to each elementary school of Wageningen and asking
if they would take part in this study. The H.J. Piekschool was the only school that gave permission for
conducting the focus-group discussion. After that, the school asked the parents of each child in the focus group
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if they gave permission to execute the research. All parents gave permission; therefore all children could be
part of the focus group discussion.
The sampling of the focus group of the Wageningen university students was somewhat different. Being a
student myself I used my own network to get participants for the study. At the time it was a university holiday
so many students were absent. Luckily I got one male and three female students to cooperate in a focus-group.
These students range from 23 to 32 years old. This is an interesting group to include in the study because the
participants have a great affinity with the natural environment through their academic studies. There is a
commonality in the students’ disciplines; they all have a connection with the environment: Forest and Nature
Conservation, Biology, Climate Studies and International Development Studies. One student was not raised in
the Netherlands, but in Shanghai. The other participants all come from the Netherlands; two of them were
raised in a rather urban area and the last one in a rural environment. Although this focus group is rather small,
there is enough material to give an accurate understanding of their thoughts on the topic.

4.2 Materials for focus groups
In the focus group discussions, I want to make use of existing scenes from the film “De Nieuwe Wildernis”.
Therefore a selection of the scenes is necessary; first I watched the film a couple of times and noted down
where different types of anthropomorphism as described in the literature review were apparent and where
not. This broad analysis of the film helped me in the selection of the scenes to use in the focus group
discussions. In the results each scene is analysed in more detail, also an argumentation is provided why and in
what way these scenes are indeed anthropomorphic or not. As explained before anthropomorphism is gradual
and multidimensional and to some extent perhaps unavoidable. The argumentations provided in the results
section can be read as critiques of the documentary itself but are merely a way to show how these scenes are
considered as anthropomorphic, in relation to the previous literature on anthropomorphism. As it is,
Anthropomorphism in the film itself is an elusive concept and hard to manipulate. Therefore I manipulated
some scenes by editing some of the images of the films into completely new scenes. First I re-edited the
sequence of certain images creating a new scene; this allowed me to make new (anthropomorphic) stories
about less popular animals in the film. Next, I replaced the original voice-over with my narration of the newly
edited scene. In that respect I also gave attention to the timing of narration to make sure that the scene was
understandable for the respondents, this new narration gave the scene a meaningful story. The last thing to do
was changing the musical score because music is as important to convey a meaning as the images and
narration. For each scene, I searched for a theme of music that expressed the meaning of the scene best. By
doing this, completely different representations of nature than apparent in the film were derived. In this way, I
could vary the anthropomorphic content and break open the discussion whether and or in which way
anthropomorphism is allowed. Some voice-overs are heavily dramatized whereas others are as objective as
possible, also there are middle ranged scenes that contain anthropomorphism but not over the top. With these
scenes I will try to invite people to react on anthropomorphism itself and what it conveys.

4.3 Data gathering
The structure of the focus group discussions is quite open-ended, to allow for a dynamic interpretation of how
members engage with nature, anthropomorphism and the tensions involved. But there are some elements that
are structured so that I can compare different themes to each other. I begin with welcoming the group
members and introducing myself and the structure of the research. But I will not touch upon the subject of
anthropomorphism because this could lead to a biased group giving pre-disposed answers. After that, I will ask
if the members feel comfortable if the discussion is recorded using audio. Next to that the participants are
informed that their names will not be used, rather random pseudonyms are assigned in the transcription to
ensure their privacy. After these privacy statements, the actual research can begin.
The first part of the research is a broad discussion about the documentary “De Nieuwe Wildernis”. Topics of
discussion are best/least remembered scene, scene of most/least impact, the overall meaning conveyed by the
documentary. I have tried not to dominate discussions, but rather listen how people interact and steer to
deeper insights by asking further to the topic brought up. The participants have to feel that I am learning
something from them and not the other way around. Also if other themes come up I will accept that, and try to
understand the core of the discussed topic. The general discussion can serve to sketch the background of the
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group, how do they relate to nature? Are they fervent visitors of natural areas? Such information can help me
in the data analysis phase.
The second part consists the viewing of scenes from the documentary “De Nieuwe Wildernis”. The scenes are
presented one at a time. In two scenes the animals are anthropomorphized. In which way the scenes are
anthropomorphized precisely can be seen in the results. In the two other scenes, there are nonanthropomorphizing descriptions of these same natural entities. Also, there are three scenes about nature in
general and The Oostvaardersplassen in specific that convey an ecological narrative. After each scene the will
be a short discussion about what is showed, with what purpose and how people feel about these scenes.
Discriminating between anthropomorphized and non-anthropomorphized scenes I have an entry to make a
comparison between the reactions of people when viewing these different scenes. But also the distinction
between anthropomorphism and ecological representation of nature were estimated to potentially yield
interesting variances in responses. In the last part of the research, I try to involve the members into the
discussion about anthropomorphism itself by evaluating my own derived scenes. If the topics I am interested in
are not brought up in the previous parts of the research I will introduce them at the end of this last part. These
topics are managed Vs wild nature, larger social debates on animal welfare in the Oostvaardersplassen,
Documentary Vs real visits, changes in the behaviour and connectedness after viewing the film.

4.4 Data analysis
The data is analysed by means of the full transcripts of the focus group discussions. So first the audio
recordings were transcribed. For this step, I used my computer to play the audio and manually convert the
audio to a transcript. With the transcripts being completed I converted the whole transcript in an excel format.
In this way, each reaction will have a separate row. In the columns following each row, I have some coding
subjects to fill out. They deal with the content (which tensions), the subject of discussion (for instance the
narration), the value attached to this subject (like boring or beautiful) and finally the interaction between the
members of the focus group (complementary, agreement, discussion). With these coding themes, I can easily
sort out the sub-questions and values as a basis for analysis. In Appendix 1 an example of the coding structure
is depicted.
I interpreted the findings in the light of current tensions in the literature about anthropomorphism and the film
itself. thereby I explicitly focused on the different ways in which people direct their affect towards
nature\animals, perceive differences between humans and animals and how people experience different kinds
of nature (vicarious and direct). Ultimately I tried to come up with a range of ways people direct their affect
towards nature in the light of this film. Or more precisely: exploring different forms of relating to individual
animals and natural processes; what is the variety in how people speak about, and make sense of these themes
in the film? To conclude I analysed how people perceive the difference between humans and animals.
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Chapter 5 – Results
In this chapter the most telling findings of the focus group discussion are presented; the results of the focus
group discussions are organized according to the scenes that are used as a material for reflection. This
description of the scenes from ‘De Nieuwe Wildernis’ not only gives attention to narration, but also music and
visuals are taken into account. Hereby the links between the focus-group discussions and anthropomorphic
content of the film will be apparent. In this section, the reader can get a feeling how the focus groups are
different in reacting to the scenes presented. This can aid the reader to grasp the full meaning of the links
made in the analysis.
First, the tensions that are relevant in the scene are described followed by a description of the scene itself. The
scenes are analysed on anthropomorphic content by using the theoretical distinctions presented in the
theoretical framework. If other ways of representing nature are employed (e.g. ecological representations) an
argumentation is provided why and how this representation is different from anthropomorphism. After this
introduction the most telling responses of focus groups are depicted by using some quotes, followed by a
preliminary analysis that (amongst other quotes) will later function as an input for the thematic analysis in the
next chapter.

5.1 Kingfishers: Directing affect

This scene represents kingfishers as being a human family unit; therefore it
exemplifies the tension between individual anthropomorphized animals and
ecological representations in this film. Also, this distinction responds to the subquestion of directing affect; how do people relate to anthropomorphized animals
as opposed to the ecological processes? Both students and the children found
that the visuals were stunning but nonetheless there were very different
responses whether they could sympathize (directing of affect) with these animals.

“Voice over”
(translated from
Dutch)
Visual

Anthropomorphic
representation

Overview of the scene: wooded swamp with lots of underbrush vegetation but a clear spot of water. Also, the
nest of the kingfisher is apparent in the opening image. “The marriage that started with a fish has now
produced young.” Male Kingfisher elegantly diving in the water to return with a fish. The Male kingfisher lands
on a branch near to the nest and waits for a little. “The male has to wait for a little with the groceries, because
there is shit in the hallway” The nest is shown, little bits of faeces and mud come out. “Yes, that is the way it is
with children”. Male Kingfisher flies to the nest with the fish and returns an instant later to sit at the branch
again. “He knows what he has started; he’s working round the clock. He flies out and brings back fish at least 40
times a day!” Male Kingfisher takes off from the branch and flies above the water. Female Kingfisher cleans
the nest out and thereafter lands on the branch. “After the cleaning duties the lady takes a bath to make her
pretty; at least the male knows why he is working so hard.” Female Kingfisher dives into the water and returns
to the branch to groom herself.
In the introduction the narrator immediately refers to the two kingfishers as being married, this conveys an
image that is based on human social ties. Linking the kingfisher together as married imposes a human inscription
on the mating behaviour of these birds. In the next sentence, the signs of anthropomorphism are further
elaborated. By describing food for the children as groceries and the entrance of the nest as a hallway, human
inscriptions are provided for features that lie in the material domain. Next to these two forms of cultural
anthropomorphism there is another style used to anthropomorphize the behaviour of the kingfisher male. By
stating that the male kingfisher “knows what he has started” the narrator conveys an image where the
kingfisher has an opinion about the work he is doing for the new-born chicks. This sentence gives way to a
consciousness of the kingfisher and the ability to judge its current situation. The last comment of the narrator is
another form of cultural anthropomorphism based on human gender roles. The male is providing food for the
family whereas the female is responsible for cleaning and looking pretty for her partner. Hereby human defined
gender roles are extrapolated to animals; the explanation for the bath is not hygiene, but rather looking pretty.
Also, it is suggested that the male is working so hard because he appreciates the beauty of his partner.
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Students
Discussion leader: “can you sympathize with this animal through this specific scene?”
Sam: “Well no, I think that it is too childish; maybe children can sympathize more easily because they could
think: they (kingfishers) are somewhat more than just animals.
Plurk: “we relate…relating is not the good word, but by using human emotions it becomes easier to relate or to
get an interest in nature for these (lay) people. We already have that interest so the human inscriptions are not
necessary but only irritating.”
Sam: “Maybe this film is more suited for laypeople; they don’t see the film from a natural perspective but from
their own anthropocentric perspective. If you don’t like nature you are more focussed on human things.”

Children
Discussion leader: “Can you sympathize with these animals.”
Most children: “no not at all!”
Paulien: “Well I can sympathize with that kind of world because the images are beautiful, but it not that the bird
is my peer from now on or something like that.”
Kim: “I think that when I see the film I can sympathize less than when I see the birds in reality.”
“Lieske: hmm, I don’t speak kingfishers’ so how could I sympathize?”

Preliminary analysis
The students convey that they did not feel a personal connection with the kingfishers, the main reason being:
anthropomorphism is redundant for them and is only is suited for laypeople and children to identify with
nature. Nonetheless, the students attest that anthropomorphism is a tool in getting to love nature because the
students perceive it as easier to identify to humanized animals. For people that already have an interest (the
students) in nature those human inscriptions are not needed rather they are perceived as irritating. This does
not respond to the one-dimensional statement in some literature that tells us that anthropomorphism
promotes care and love for nature (Tam, Lee, & Chao, 2013) (Butterfield, Hill, & Lord, 2012). Clearly, for the
students it does nothing to getting to love nature, it only irritates them.
However, the vision that the students and the abovementioned scholars hold (anthropomorphism is a tool for
lay people and children to identify with nature) does not respond to the answers of the children. They did not
direct their affect to the kingfisher at all. Things, like not being there and not able to communicate, are some
determinants in why the children could not sympathize. However seeing those images did do something with
the children; one child responded that through these images she can sympathize with that kind of world. So
even though an individual animal was represented as a humanized entity she directed affect towards the
broader system. These responses seem to indicate that the relations between anthropomorphism and directing
affect are not as straightforward as often described in the literature.
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5.2 Konik Horses: Directing affect
This scene can be used to evaluate how
people direct their affect when an
animal is in danger or pain. The
directing of affect to these dramatic
situations also responds to certain
aspects of biophilia as a virtue. Next to
that this scene reveals a direction of
affect presented by the students that is
not yet described in this thesis, but not
completely surprising.

“Voice over”
(translated from
Dutch)
Visual
Music score

Anthropomorphic
representation

“This is a good moment for the mares to get their foals acquainted with the water.” Mare and foal are walking
close to the water, first, the foal crosses the shallow water then the mare follows. Close-up from the foal and
mare crossing the water. “But in its enthusiasm, the foal has forgotten that the water is still cold-” Close-up
from a shivering foal covered in mud from the shallow water.| Dramatic music starts to play| “-and is now
suffering from hypothermia.” Shots of a group of konik horses looking at the foal. “The wind is picking up and it
grows colder rapidly, and the mares are getting worried.” One mare walks to the foal and gently kicks it to urge
it move. “The foal is not moving at all but it should, if it stays here it will die from hypothermia.” Shot of 10 konik
horses standing around the foal and looking towards it. “Family deliberation.” Zooming in on the foal and
thereafter directly to the mare that is trying to help. The mare once more kicks the foal gently and it stands
up. |Dramatic music is still playing|
In the opening of the scene, the narrator provides an explanation that it is a good time to get their foals
acquainted with water. But this is clearly not the right time because the water is still cold. Here the
anthropomorphizing starts already because in its enthusiasm the foal has forgotten that the water is still cold.
So the foal should have known. This gives way to intelligence and consciousness of the foal. But since this is the
introduction to water how could the foal know? Also, the mares are getting worried about the foal, this gives
way to the emotional anthropomorphism described earlier. The viewer can see some mares standing and
looking at the foal, but how can one deduce that the mares are worried? Also, the narrator makes use of a
deontic modality (but it should move) hereby the narrator gives the foal an obligation to survive. Obligations
typically pertain to the human moral domain whereas here this obligation is extrapolated to the foal itself. Next
to that, the narrator mentions a family deliberation of the horses; this implies that the mares can make
decisions just as humans do. So a human quality is extrapolated to horses, just as we, humans, horses can
deliberate and make reasoned decisions. But is this really a calculated choice of the horses? Also, the music used
creates an emotional background to the whole story to further enhance the drama of this scene.

Children
-Lots of ooh’s and aah's during the sceneDiscussion leader: “What did you see here?”
Joost: “well, the fowl suffers from hypothermia. Also, the mother kicks him/her; that was quite pitiful.”
Miriam: “I think that it is not pitiful at all, because when the fowl stays put it will die: better have your mom kick
you than dying.”
Discussion leader: “Can you sympathize with this animal?”
Miriam: yes, you automatically think: oooh nooo don’t die!! And it is a foal; it’s hard to not sympathize with
him/her.
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Students
Discussion leader: “What did you see and what is your opinion about this scene?”
Yris: “Well here you can see the piece of family deliberation…and now I see it again it makes me wonder if this is
based on scientific research. Do the horses really communicate in such a moment or not? Because the rest of
the scene is so humanized, I automatically doubt that this is grounded in reality. But then again maybe the
horses did communicate… I would like to hear that explained, but now I don’t believe it anymore.”
Plurk: “It is difficult to discern objective and subjective in this scene; is this real or just a humanized projection?”
Yris: “Yes, and it is actually a shame; it would be very educational when subjectivity is filtered out.”
Discussion leader: “Did you feel a sense of sympathy with this scene?”
Yris: “I always have that, like: oooh what a pitiful fowl.”

Preliminary analysis
The children responded with pitiful expressions during the viewing of this scene. When asked what they
thought of this scene it was apparent that the children directed their affect towards the foal. The main reason
for doing so: the foal is perceived as pitiful. In the theory of biophilia as a virtue (Clowney, 2013) this is not the
‘right’ kind of showing affect for nature because it focusses on the cute/dramatic things in nature. So the
children, in this case, do not respond to the concept described by Clowney (2013). During this scene the
children direct affect towards individual (anthropomorphized) animals that are experiencing dramatic events.
The students begin to comment on the scene by saying it was difficult to discern objective and subjective
representations. The expression of these subjective representations did diminish the factual/educational value
for the students. This functions to show that the students prefer an ‘objective’ story containing facts about the
behaviour of horses concerning this event. It also reveals a third notion of showing affect i.e. to factual
information and knowledge about nature. Even though the students object to the subjective
anthropomorphism, they do respond in an affective way expressing the same reason as the children did when
seeing this scene. Maybe this finding could be explained by the innate focus on life as described in the biophilia
thesis (Wilson, 1984).
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5.3 Oostvaardersplassen: Directing affect
This scene reveals how the children direct their
affect towards nature and ecological processes. It
also re-affirms that the students focus on the
perceived ‘subjective’ values and rather direct their
affect towards less dramatized representations. The
plea for more facts can respond to their
institutionalized thinking about nature and
anthropomorphism (Hodgetts & Lorimer, 2014).

“Voice over”
(translated from
Dutch)
Visual
Music score

Ecological
representation

Anthropomorphic
representation

Opening scene: one cormorant is sitting idle at the nest. |dramatic music with timpani| “In good years
cormorants raise two chicks per nest-” Close-ups of dead chicks hanging in the tree branches. “- this is an
exceptionally bad year; on average less than one chick per nest reaches adulthood.” Shot of a nearly mature
cormorant flapping its wings in the nest. |The dramatic music stops| Shot of a swampy area followed by a
time-lapse of whelks that are moving on the wet mud. “Nothing is in vain; everyone carries his burden, fights
for his species, and instinctively feels that they cannot survive without other species: in life or in death. The
camera shifts to a muddy rain pool where carps died after mating and brings the dead carps into view. “The
carp wedding ended on a bitter note- Shot of a brown rat that eats the carp’s carcasses. – but the wedding
meal is for the brown rat.” Close-up from a dead carp half submerged into the water with a score of flies on it.
“The blowflies lay their eggs in the dead fish; when the eggs hatch they become maggots, who in turn provide
food for other animals.” Flyby over yellow flowering mustard plants and some willows. “Every animal knows: I
will not make it alone.”
The narrator starts with a description of cormorants reaching adulthood. According to ecological principals, the
number of chicks varies with the abundance of food. This year there was not enough food thus fewer chicks
reach adulthood. Also, the narrator gives attention to system ecology; every species plays it part and cannot
survive without other species in life or death. Here the picture of ecology as a circle is presented. After that, the
narrator gives an example of the carps. The carps may be dead, but their carcasses provide food for the brown
rat and blowfly larvae, which in turn provide food for other species. So nature is a system with its own rules and
mechanisms to sustain it.
Although the whole scene hinges on the system ecology some anthropomorphic narratives are also apparent.
The best example is again a wedding and a wedding meal. These are human terms to explain a relation between
humans, but this does not apply to animals since there are any human institutions or rules that pertain to
animals. Although this sentence is used as a metaphor for the animal world it still portrays nature as having
aspects of humanity in it. Next to that is the phrase that tells the audience that every animal knows that they
cannot make it on their own. This can be seen as a representation of consciousness in animal thinking.

Children
Discussion leader: “how do you feel when watching this scene?”
Paulien: well, maybe it is sad that animals die, but it is all part of nature, and after this new life goes on.”
Kim: “On the one hand I feel sad, but on the other hand I know that things go like this.”
Discussion leader: I wanted to ask if you can sympathize with the shown animal, but in this case can you
sympathize with nature?”
Paulien: “We are in the end also part of that circle of life; when you are dead in your coffin little creatures will
come and eat you.”
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Students
Discussion leader: “And what did you think about this scene?”
Plurk: “Well… there are a number of statements that I think are bullshit!” “Every animal fights for its species
and that every animal knows that it won’t survive on its own. There are enough solitary animals that just
survive. The notion that every animal fights for the species is questionable; Dung beetles do not figure out that
their population numbers are dwindling and therefore roll some extra dung balls. This goes too far.”
Sam: “I thought the filmmakers wanted me to believe that every animal knows that after their dead they are
still of use in the cycle of life; personally I don’t think it is like that.”
Discussion leader: And what about the natural system? Is it more apparent here than the individual life stories?”
Plurk: “At least they try to zoom out from the individual to the wider system.”
Yris: “Yes… that was what I found strong about this scene; good and beautiful that they can visualize that, only
the choice of words…you can also show this scene with other narration.”
Sam: “it’s a good attempt, though.”
Plurk: “We want more facts!”

Preliminary analysis
The children do direct their affect towards natural processes, but the way they speak about it is quite
remarkable. It seems to be that some children direct their affect for these processes through the individual
animal, by first stating, it is sad for an individual animal and then concluding that these things are all a part of
nature. This gives way to a more complex way of relating towards natural process than originally described as
one-directional. In the end, a girl even embeds humans in the processes of nature, giving way to an
identification with everything that lives. Remarkably the students start again with expressing their distaste of
the perceived ‘subjective’ notions of natural processes. When asked specifically to comment on the natural
processes, they did not direct their affect to these processes (beauty, balance or fascination) but again
expressed their affect for more factual information. These expressions can be a result of the scientific
education as suggested by Hodgetts and Lorimar (2013).
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5.4 Nature as a circle: Directing affect
In this scene nature is not anthropomorphized,
only a symbolic representation is apparent. It is
interesting to see how the students, in particular,
react to this scene because they are so focussed
on facts and objectivity. Also, this scene is
suitable to reveal how the children precisely
relate to nature because there are no individual
animals that exemplify these processes.
“Voice over”
(translated
from Dutch)
Visual
Music score

|Tranquil music| opening scene: rising sun with an icicle in the foreground, followed by a shot of the rising sun over
dead willows and the marsh covered with ice. There is always a new beginning: always a new sunrise, - closeup of
water drops fall from a branch with the sun shining through. - the next spring, and the next generation.” A flock of
geese takes off for flight. Close-up time lapse of moss covered with melting snow. “The light returns and warms the
bleak earth.” Shot of streaming water under a layer of ice. “After a long cold winter, the wheel of life begins to turn
again at full throttle.” A shot of melting hoarfrost on a leaf. |Music intensifies to a magnificent chorale with trumpets
and violins| Time-lapse of growing nettle plants, followed by close-ups of konik horse, fox, red deer and flying
geese.

Ecological
representation

In this scene, there is an obvious focus on the cyclic dimension of nature itself. Cyclic as in the rising of the sun each
day, the changing of the seasons and the mating, rearing of the new generation. This scene is really process oriented
and conveys an image that how bleak and cold the winter may be, there is always hope for nature to blossom again.
This reflects the cycles that drive the fundamentals of ecology in seasonally dependent nature.

other
(symbolic)
representation

But here there is also another representation to be discovered; The wheel of life. The ecological processes are
represented as being a wheel that turns slowly in winter and at full throttle in the summer. This is however not a form
of anthropomorphism because no human qualities are ascribed to nature.

Students
Discussion leader: “What did you see and how did it come across?”
Sofie: “Everything will be all right, in this scene there were no animals that are portrayed like humans.
Therefore it is less irritating.”
Sam: “I think it is better than the previous scene because it was more detached so it seemed more real to me.”
Yris: I think that it was interesting that they portray the spring as happy, this is maybe a human emotion
attached to spring.
Yris: “for them (scavengers) the winter is not a sober period in their lifecycle. I think the big and famous animals
get more attention by portraying that spring is happy. That a crow has a splendid winter season is detached
from this perspective.

Children
Discussion leader: “So, what did you see? What happened?”
Lieske: “Well there is always a new beginning, it will become spring automatically and then everything comes
alive and is happy again.”
Anja: “Every year we start again.”
Discussion leader: “Did you also feel part of that system when seeing these images?”
Mandy: “Not really, I really liked the filming technique but did not feel something special.”
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Preliminary analysis
The students express that this scene is better concerning their perceived value of ‘objectivity’ because it
contained no anthropomorphized animals and was more detached (academic value of conducting objective
research). Although I directly asked if/how they felt connected to this representation of nature the students did
not answer. Instead, they answered with comment exposing a perceived flaw in this representation; that the
spring in this scene conveys a human construct of happy. The children on also replicated this idea of a happy
spring. Interesting is also that the children express themselves in inclusive terms (everything and us). This could
be a signal that the children include themselves in this circle of seasons in, whereas the students are keen on
spotting representations that do not respond to (their academic) reality. At the other hand, one child expressed
that she did not feel a connection when viewing this scene. This leads me to think that individual animals could
be important in exemplifying the processes in nature.

5.5 Fawns: Directing affect
This representation is not considered as being
anthropomorphic. Nonetheless, a dramatic
storyline is employed that represents the fawns as
being vulnerable. It is interesting to see whether
the children and students direct their affect via
the modes of pain and/or danger.

Close-up from the rising and lowering of a fawn’s stomach (breathing). “Hundreds of fawns have been born.” Shot of
two fawns lying in the grass. “The fawns wait alone whilst the mothers are grazing on another location.” A shot of
trying steps of the fawn in short grass. “The young deer struggle to walk for the first few days.” Shot of konik-horses
galloping on the grassland. “The ground starts shaking- Fawn hides in thicker cover. - the young deer takes no risk,
and seeks out a safe haven in the high grass.”

“Voice over”
(translated
from Dutch)
Visual

Representation

In this scene, the narrator describes the behaviour of fawns. He does so in quite objective terms, there are no
references to human behaviour to discover. Even when the narrator speaks of a struggle it concerns the walking
behaviour of the fawns. There is, however, one reference to human thinking: risk aversion. The sentence “the young
deer takes no risk” implies a calculated choice to seek shelter. But this behaviour is of course not purely human,
because fawns are used to be alone and seek shelter if they feel threatened. Therefore this scene is not considered as
anthropomorphic. However, it could be considered as overly dramatic.

Children
Discussion leader: “ok, what did you see?”
Kris: “New fawns are born and they can’t actually walk that pretty, it looks a bit clumsy. That is why they wait
when their mothers are grazing. When a herd of horses approaches they think: Ohh noo! Help! Help! Help! Then
they hide in the high grass.”
Seval: “I think it is really admirable that the fawns can’t really do much, but still know that they should hide
when there is a danger.”
Miriam: “I think it is nice to see that you can see the instinct of these young animals.”
Discussion leader: “and do you get a kind of feeling when watching this scene?”
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Paulien: “I immediately think: aah that (hiding) is clever, but at the same time: ooh noo don’t get trampled. So
you think about the possible things that could happen.”
Miriam: hmm I can understand that one can sympathize with an animal like this; they are newly born and
already abandoned for the day.
Lieske: “I would be scared too if these horses would run towards me, so I understand them (fawns).”

Students
Sam: “They looked really calm for such a dangerous situation. But it was interesting because you could unravel
the facts. I did not know that the fawns stay put when in danger.”
Sofie: “Comparing this to the other scenes it did come across as more objective.”
Discussion leader: “and do you think that you can sympathize with this animal through this scene?”
Plurk: “Well…maybe like…ooh he needs to seek shelter for that large herd of horses. Maybe that… but not for
me.”
Sam: “I think you sympathize more when something bad happens.”

Preliminary analysis
In the first three responses, the children express what the scene is all about. It is interesting to the variety in
how the fawns are described; one child portrays them as being able to think, another thinks that they know
and the last refers to the fawn instinctive creatures. So although the scene was not anthropomorphic, still
(misguided) anthropomorphic representations are expressed. Even the students valued this scene as being
objective because they could unravel the factual information in this scene. It is interesting to see that the
students describe how other peoples’ affect could be triggered when viewing this scene (via danger and/or
pain), at the same time they feel nothing of sympathy except for Sam. The other dramatic scene where
anthropomorphism was apparent (see 5.2) entailed in more sympathizing responses of the students. So maybe
the students are not as immune to anthropomorphism as they think. The children expressed their affect in
quite the same ways as in the other scene; directing it via the mode of danger/pain.
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5.6 Konik horses: Directing affect, Humans, and Animals
This scene does not convey an anthropomorphic
representation of the konik horses. But responses
to this scene can illuminate how the children
direct their affect. Also, some perceived
differences between humans and animals can be
described. In reacting to this scene the students
express their affect for knowledge about nature.

Visual

Fly-over depicting a large herd of konik horses. “Nowhere in Europe do konik horses live in such large herds in the
wild.” Show from ground level depicting two foals in the foreground and more adults in the background. “This
reveals the extraordinary social culture of the herd” a mare enters the scene and rouses the two foals, they get up
and trot along. “The families cooperate,- close-up of a mare is trotting through shallow water - they use a
complicated language that consists of sounds, body language, gestures, and scents.”

Representation

This scene is not considered as being anthropomorphic because the narrator describes the behaviour of the konik
horses. He points out that these horses live in a social culture, and elaborates on how they cooperate and
communicate. But he does so without relating to humans in particular.

“Voice over”
(translated
from Dutch)

Children
Discussion leader: “What did you feel watching this scene?”
Patricia: “I really loved to see that they…say…form a sort of family and work together.”
Discussion leader: “Could you sympathize with these animals?”
Paulien: “Yes, it looks like us, we also live together and communicate to each other.”
Discussion leader: “Then, are they very different than people?”
Paulien: “Well… they stand on 4 legs.”

Students
Yris: I am really happy that you selected this scene because I hoped to see a couple of examples of the sounds
and gestures they use to communicate, but it wasn’t the case.
Plurk: “Yes… they are just scratching the surface. I think that this also shows the differences between a nature
documentary and a film: don’t make it too complicated for the average Dutchman.”
Discussion leader: “Was this a nice scene to watch?”
Sofie: well… this was definitely a more objective scene.
Yris: “I think it is a nice to hear the fact that this is the largest herd of wild horses in Europe. Such things are just
nice to know.”
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Preliminary analysis
The children react to this scene by expressing appreciation for how the horses work together in families. This is
completely different from the responses of the students; they wanted to see more factual knowledge about
these family ties. The students perceive that their preferred objective knowledge is maybe too complicated for
lay people. The students’ responses on this particular scene are important because they all convey something
of knowledge or objectivity; even though the scene did not contain representations of anthropomorphism the
students still longed for a greater focus on facts and information. This can exemplify how the students direct
their affect to knowledge and objectivity to match their own (academic) representation of nature. One of the
children directed her affect towards the horses on the basis of similarity of behaviour. Horses that live in
families, work together and communicate with each other were expressed as being a basis to identify with
these animals. When asked if the horses were the same as us she replied with a physical distinction. This
finding can indicate that some children have a more fluid understanding how distinctions between humans and
animals are made. Not on the basis of mental capacities, but rather on physical differences.

5.7 Great crested grebe Romance: Humans and Animals
This scene is created to investigate in which
degree anthropomorphism is perceived as allowed
and to and to reveal how both groups think about
the differences between animals and humans. The
children’s responses to this scene highlight the
reproduction of cultural values to the animal
world. On the other hand, the students only
conveyed their indignation about the use of
anthropomorphism.
“Voice over”
(translated
from Dutch)
Visual
Music score

Representation

| Tranquil piano music | Shot of rising fog over a pond with trees on the bank. “The fog shrouds the dawn of another
day.” Two great crested grebes dancing together in the foggy pond. “But the great crested grebes are up already”
“The male is impressed by the dance of the female” Shot of the male chasing the female. “But things do not go that
easy; the female rejects him openly” Multiple close-ups of the two grebes’ dancing. | Piano music switches to a
higher accord increased tenderness | “Nonetheless the male is determined; he is head over heels in love with her”
|piano music switches to an even higher accord | “with the appropriate dance he seduces his princess after that he
can finally embed his love in a marriage for life” close up from different angles from the mating of the two grebes.
This scene conveys the psychological anthropomorphism as described in the literature review. There are a number of
words and sentences that hint at this use of anthropomorphism. First of all the male great crested grebe is impressed
by the female dancing. This conveys the image that the male grebe can express romantic feelings and consciously
think about them. The showing of determination in any situation is a typical human characteristic that is valued in
western culture, here this positive quality is ascribed to the male grebe. And more important it is successful; because
he seduces the female (which I call his princess); so showing determination pays off. The word princess directly refers
to the romantic image of relations between humans, but also the word marriage is a human construct. Animals are
not bound to such institutions. Even though the grebes may stay together the rest of their life, the term marriage is a
culturally inscribed representation of a relation between two animals. Therefore this scene not only conveys the
psychological anthropomorphism but also cultural inscriptions to the behaviour of animals. The music gives this
scene a romantic narrative and supports the narration.

Children
Discussion leader: “Did you see human-like qualities in this scene?”
Kim: “They were flirting, actually.”
Discussion leader: “why was that human like?”
Paulien: “it appeared more like the romance of humans.”
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Discussion leader: “And what about the word marriage?”
Harm: “Animals don’t marry.”
Paulien; “Well, some animals have a new partner each year, but other animals (like swans) stay together for the
rest of their lives. In that case, I think you are allowed to speak of a marriage.”
Discussion leader: “Are people allowed to place human traits on animals?”
Miriam: Well, you could also say that we as humans have animalistic traits, I mean; we are all animals’ right, so
I think that it is allowed.

Students
Discussion leader: “Did you spot any human-like qualities?”
Plurk: “Marriage, for a starter.”
Sofie: “Flirting”
Yris: “I think it’s a shame that you don’t hear anything about the courtship behaviour, you only hear that the
male is determined to win her love... and then I think aarrghh!!... It just gets on my nerves.”
Sam: “In relation to the film this scene is quite representative, such things are mentioned often.”

Preliminary Analysis
Next to the flirting part the children spotted most of the human qualities; in that respect, they do not fully
respond to the naïve character as described in the method. They are also aware that anthropomorphism, as
showed in this scene, is a representation and not reality. The grebes were flirting, but it only appeared as
human behaviour. The students also spotted the human qualities that were apparent in this scene, but did not
go further in the discussion but only expressed their grievances. The children were divided about the question
whether animals can be described as wedded. One kid simply stated that animals do not marry. But for a girl
this was more complicated; when animals respond to cultural conventions of the marriage (staying together for
the rest of their lives) it is allowed to proclaim animals as husband and wife. Herby human cultural values are
reproduced in the lives of animals. Miriam enlightens the discussion on anthropomorphism by stating that
there are in fact no human traits, only animalistic. Therefore it is allowed for her to describe animal behaviour
with these perceived human traits. Maybe the children see the distinction between humans and animals in a
different, more fluid, way than descriptions in literature.

5.8 Starling Funfair: Vicarious images and Reality
This scene conveys a different explanation to the
behaviour of starlings. It is interesting to see how
both students and children grapple with this
duality, are the fears (misleading of people) of the
students justified? Also, a lot of emotional
predicates are used, are these predicates
reproduced or rather mitigate by other
representations.
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“Voice over”
(translated
from Dutch)

| Up-tempo music but still laid back| Shot of a flock of starlings eating elderberries. “The starlings stuff themselves
with ripe elderberries: an excellent treat!” Starlings fly up and land on several konik horses. |music gets more
dynamic with a baseline and some more melody| “To celebrate this abundance of food the starlings land on the back
of the large herbivores” Two starlings riding a konik horse followed by a flock of them riding a horse. “They see it as
a free ride at the funfair, just because the like it.” they are chirping and tweeting happily they clearly enjoy the ride.”

Visual
Music score

Representation

This scene is all about psychological anthropomorphism: the act of ascribing mental capabilities and emotions to
animals. The starlings are described as having to celebrate their bountiful harvest; celebrating victories could be seen
as a human emotion. Also, the starlings are portrayed as if they like to sit on the backs of the horses; in the visuals,
there is no particular reason to assume that they really like it. It is the voice-over that makes sense of the situation.
Also, the narrator points out that they enjoy the ride. But here is a problem, how do we as humans know when
animals (starlings specific) are happy? So in this scene that resembles a funfair for starlings humans give an
emotional meaning to the behaviour of the birds.

Children
Joris: “Well the birds rode the animals (deer and horses) like it was a playing ground.”
Hans: “They play and talk with each other, just like humans.”
Kim: “They do something, just for the fun, without any other reason, but I think that animals are really busy
with surviving and less with having fun.”

Students
Sofie: “Really a funfair ride?!? I don’t think birds know something like that.”
Plurk: “I think you crossed the line here because it’s just not true; I think that they eat insects on the back of the
large herbivores.”
Plurk: “To say that they only do it for fun is crossing a boundary.”
Discussion leader: “Which boundary?”
Yris: “Twisting reality.”
Yris: “The scene of the grebes is allowable, because the story supports the images, but here you sketch a
different activity from reality.”
Plurk: “It’s that we know better, but the boundary is crossed.”

Preliminary Analysis
The students clearly have their opinion ready; this representation is not only false but also twisting reality.
When combining this with the other responses to this scene the students have a fear that other people may
think that the behaviour of the starlings can be explained as in this scene. Maybe their focus on their
(academic) reality consisting of facts and objective knowledge leads them to think that only they can see that
this representation does not respond to reality. However, the fear of the students is not justified. Although the
children seem to reproduce the (false) representation in this scene, they clearly are aware that birds do not
really play around like that. The children were only summarizing the human inscriptions and not reproducing
them as their reality. Ultimately they came to the conclusion that animals are busy with surviving and do not
play around. So these emotional predicates do not mislead people in these focus groups, but clearly, people
who value objectiveness are really angry in seeing this scene.
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5.9 Bluebottle flies and a pile of shit: Humans and Animals
The responses to this scene reflect the question
whether and how people are allowed to ascribe
explanations to the behaviour of non-human
animals. Next to that this scene reveals that the
students think anthropomorphism is less of a
problem when their disciplinary knowledge on
that subject is lacking.

“Voice over”
(translated
from Dutch)
Visual

| Romantic piano music | One male fly is leaping away from a pile of manure. “The Bluebottle flies know one thing is
certain: - a male and female bluebottle fly are on top of each other. -if you want to have offspring you have to look
for a fresh pile of shit.” |romance is enhanced by adding a saxophone| “Luckily these are not hard to find here.” Closeup from the male fly that is sitting on top of the female. “The females also know that their eggs will not hatch if the
wrong pile of manure is chosen” “therefore they search together for the best place for their future kids” Female lays
her eggs in the pile of manure.

Music score

Representation

This scene focuses more on the mental capabilities of animals. The choice fell on insects because it is interesting to
see people react to flies making a calculated choice. Both the male and female bluebottle flies know that their eggs
will not hatch in the wrong pile of manure. They act accordingly by searching the perfect spot for their future kids. But
how do we as humans know that the flies know where to lay their eggs? And do they really make a calculated choice
for the pile of manure? Can it be that the location of egg dropping is random? The narrator thinks they know and act
accordingly. So human mental characteristics are ascribed to these bluebottle flies. Also, the term ‘kids’ is referring to
humans. So there is some cultural anthropomorphism apparent too. The music accompanying the video conveys
another story; a romance. By doing this I hope to get some reactions that people find it weird that insects can have a
romance. But by comparing it to the scene of the great crested grebes I can maybe find out how far people are willing
to anthropomorphize animals; are there boundaries in anthropomorphism?

Children
Discussion leader: “Did you pay attention to the narration, the flies KNEW something. Do you think that is
true?”
Paulien: “That we don’t know.”
Discussion leader: “Can we say something like that?”
Seval: “Well, I don’t know, but everything that we know about animals is a product of ourselves is it? Then
everything is allowed, even if it is not true.
Kim: “Well I find it a bit weird to do because you never know if it is true.”
Anja: “This scene didn’t fit, well actually it did, but you can get the weird idea that the flies are really romantic.”

Students
Yris: “This one was less forceful than the one with the starlings.”
Plurk: “The music was more intense but the narration was less dramatic than the last one.”
Discussion leader: “Did you spot any human-like qualities?”
Plurk: “That they look together for a nice heap of shit.”
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Yris: “Indeed, they look for a good place for their children and it seems that they are consciously picking the best
spot, just like people deciding which school is most suited for their children.”
Plurk: “I don’t know a lot about blowflies and if they indeed look for a place.”
Sofie: “I noticed that as well, which heap is the best?”
Plurk: “I don’t know if they do that in reality, but - apart from the music- this was a scene that I thought was
plausible.”

Preliminary Analysis
The children did spot the human qualities conveyed by this scene. One girl expressed that one can get a weird
feeling that these flies are really romantic. But by stating it like this she clearly knew that in reality, things are
different. The students also did spot the human-like qualities, but in this instance, something extraordinary
happens. Instead of treating this representation as twisting reality they deem it as plausible. Main reason for
this is that they do not know for sure whether these flies specifically seek out a pile of shit. So if their
knowledge cannot provide another explanation or representation the ‘misleading’ representations containing
anthropomorphism are more easily reproduced. The children also made a comment on how we as humans are
allowed to explain animal behaviour. On the one hand the relativistic perspective of the anthropomorphites
was reproduced, but on the other hand, the camp of the anti-anthropomorphites was highlighted. (Keeley,
2004)

5.10 Bumblebees as humans
In the responses to this scene, it becomes clear
how the students think it is allowed to appropriate
human inscriptions to animals. Also, the children
reflect on the question whether and how people
are allowed to explain animals’ behaviour using
human constructs.

“Voice over”
(translated
from Dutch)
Visual
Music score

Representation

|Classical music, with hectic flute in the lead| Bumblebee feeding on a thistle. “Bumblebees actually behave just like
us: - Bumblebee flies away to get back to the hive. -the colonies have a strict division of labour” “the workers are
responsible for the food, whereas the drones have the task to fertilize the eggs produced by the queen.” The
bumblebee enters the nest with pollen on her legs. The camera goes inside too. “The scene inside the hive resembles
a busy city where everyone goes their own way.” Bumblebees scurrying around and tending larvae, and a shot of the
queen producing eggs. “But looks can be deceiving: everything happens according to a protocol.” Bumblebee leaves
the nest.
This scene resembles a cultural construct of anthropomorphism. By comparing bumblebee colonies to human cities I
try to invite reactions of people to critically think about such appropriations. There are several constructs that
resound human culture such as division of labour, living in a busy city, and protocols for behaviour.

Children
Discussion leader: “Are we allowed describe animals as having human traits?”
Paulien: “Yes”
Discussion leader: “And why precisely?”
Paulien: “Actually, I don’t know.”
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Kim: well I think it’s a bit weird to do because you never know if is like that.”

Students
Yris: “I liked the ‘looks like’ part, it is more nuanced.”
Plurk: “Yes this was the other way around actually; instead of saying the bumblebee has this or that emotion it
is said that the structure of their hives looks like human cities.”
Yris: “I think that this can aid people in understanding how these animals live, through this comparison you can
get a better picture. But not in the way that people may think that they actually are like us humans.”
Plurk: “indeed it wasn’t troublesome.”

Preliminary Analysis
The responses of the students reveal in which way they perceive it is allowed that human constructs are
extended to the lives of animals: only through a comparison. By doing this the two perceived realms of
humanity and animality come into touch with each other, but never coincide; the boundaries between humans
and animals are still present. This value of the separation between animals and humans is also present in the
response of Yris and connects to the theories about the human nature divide (Anderson, 2000). The children
reacted differently to this scene in the way that they presented a more nuanced picture in appropriating
human traits to animals.
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Chapter 6 – Thematic Analysis
In this chapter, the results will be analysed according to the tensions that are apparent in the literature about
anthropomorphism and how to represent nature.

6.1 - Tension 1: Direct and Vicarious Experiences of Nature
First, the tension between a direct and vicarious experience with nature is explored. As said in the introduction
more and more people ‘visit’ nature via vicarious or symbolic representations of nature. These encounters can
be described as experiences with nature without physical contact with it. When the experience with nature is
vicarious it means that there are one or more extraneous representation-filters in place to make sense of that
nature, e.g. narration, different shots (tele, macro, time-lapse, slow-motion) and music (Kellert, 2002). A direct
experience with nature is described as actual visits to nature, where people make use of their own mental
filters as opposed to vicarious experiences. Kellert (2000) states that some scholars fear that televised nature
will substitute these direct experiences because the rise of such vicarious experiences goes in tandem with the
decline of actual physical visits to natural settings. By analysing the responses of the focus-groups some
questions pertaining to this tension might be answered. How do the different groups speak about this topic?
Are there any differences or commonalities to be described? And in which way do their answers reflect the
literature? How direct is a direct experience? Is it simply being there? And is a vicarious experience necessarily
a negative one? These questions about experiences relate to the discussion about anthropomorphism because
in such vicarious anthropomorphism is often used. Next to that the questions about different realities in
experiencing nature relate to wider discussions about the relations between humans and nature, therefore it is
a valuable addition to this thesis about anthropomorphism.

General reactions
When asked after the preferences of visiting the nature area in person or watching a documentary or film both
groups favoured the direct experience. The quotes below give an indication on how different respondents
reacted.

Children
Discussion leader: “What do you prefer? Going outside or watching a nature film?”
Most of the children: “Going outside”
Seval: “Well…just…with a film you are watching, but when you walk and see it is much more peaceful.”
Kim: yes…going outside, because then you experience the reality, with a film as well, but it’s like: it already
happened.
Paulien: “I think the film is very beautiful because one can see nature as it really is.”
Paulien: “I would like to visit the area because it’s more real than in a film; I think that’s more interesting.

Students
Plurk: “I visited the area twice, but I find it hard to say what I think is more beautiful or precious. I think the film
gives the viewer a certain perspective; they highlighted the beauty of the whole area. On the other hand, you
experience other things when you visit such an area in person: smells and sounds.
Sam: Especially the images of the landscape are really beautiful because it seemed larger than it actually is.
When I saw those images it was suddenly very impressive, but I thought to myself: did I visit this place?!?
Wow… ok (laughing)!”
Even though the children valued the film as beautiful, most reactions convey that they preferred to visit nature
in person. A reason that was addressed is: that being “out there” is more peaceful than watching a movie. Only
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one girl says that she can observe the nature as it really is through a movie like this. But later she takes back
that statement by referring that a direct experience is more real than a film! Although most children favoured a
direct experience with nature, the reactions of Kim and Paulien represent an enmeshment of direct and
vicarious experiences. In that way both experiences cannot exist without each other; one experience shapes
the other. The students are more nuanced in their opinions about real VS televised nature experiences. They
pinpoint the tension between vicarious and direct experiences; on the one hand, a vicarious representation can
highlight more aspects of nature, but on the other hand it also frames that nature in a certain way. Ultimately
the students express that direct experience can include scent and sensation (touch) whereas a vicarious
cannot; maybe these direct determinants entail in more vivid experience. On the other hand, a vicarious
representation can transcend spatial-temporal restraints where direct experiences are always bound by. Sam
expressed that it was hard to believe that the televised place was the same as where her direct experience took
place. In this respect, the direct experience shapes her vicarious experience with the same area and vice versa.
The students recognize the tensions between two ways of experiencing nature and express these in their
responses. The children, on the other hand, do not focus on these tensions directly, but implicitly they point
out that both experiences can be considered as being real which blurs the boundaries between the
experiences. Ultimately the notion about reality and how to experience nature is ambiguous; both direct and
vicarious experiences seem to shape and complement each other. This does not mean that these two types of
experiencing nature are in complete harmony; rather for both the students and children there are tensions
between these types.

A direct experience?
A direct experience is defined as a physical experience (being there) with nature where people make use of
their own mental filters (Kellert, 2002). However, some of the reactions given by students made me wonder
how sharp one can define an unmediated direct experience.

Students
Plurk: I find it hard to say what I think is more beautiful or precious. I think the film gives the viewer a certain
perspective; they highlighted the beauty of the whole area. On the other hand, you experience other things
when you visit such an area in person: smells and sounds, but it is completely different if you only walk on
beaten paths.”
Sam: “Well, the film is more beautiful, when I visited the area I was in a bus and couldn’t see that much, it
looked a bit barren and dead to me. But I didn’t go into the area itself.”
In these reactions one thing stands out, the students specifies that it is harder to experience ‘true’ nature when
walking on beaten tracks or when experiencing nature from a tour bus perspective. Hereby the students
distinguish different ways of being in the real, so there is not a singular alternative for a vicarious experience.
Rather I like to argue that there is a spectrum of different direct experiences where nature itself is mediated in
a particular way. For instance, a tour guide can only point to beautiful things and skip the ugly parts of nature.
Also walking routes give visitors a certain mediated experience of nature because some parts cannot be easily
reached. This finding contradicts the negative notion of Bousé (2003) that (only) nature films represent a
mediated anthropomorphized and therefore misguided experience of nature. In the light of this study, a direct
experience can also be mediated. Bousé (2003) writes like there is a way to experience/view nature
unmediated (directly experiencing it). Rather I argue that every experience is mediated and only different levels
of mediation exist. Although the students liked to visit nature in person, their answers give a different view on
direct experiences of nature. These findings ultimately beg the question whether the differences between
direct and vicarious are as strict as described in the literature.

A vicarious experience, problematic?
According to Kellert (2000), some scholars fear the use of vicarious representations will replace the traditional
direct visits to nature. But why is this so problematic? Maybe because vicarious representations can ultimately
lead to the devaluation of a direct experience because the direct reality cannot respond to the full (vicarious)
reality anymore. Bousé (2003) also claims that these mediated inscriptions can impede true direct experiences
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with nature. Both the students and children gave reactions that could unravel why and how these vicarious
experiences can become problematic, but also how vicarious experiences can enhance ‘real’ nature.

Children
Lieske: “I would like to visit the Oostvaardersplassen, but I think that I will miss some things because I cannot
see everything in the real world. But in the film I can.”
Paulien: “Well…when I was there I walked a route. Sometimes you saw a fox or a few deer. But when watching
the film I thought: I missed a lot (during walking). In the film, you can see everything.”
These reactions function as an argument to say that vicarious experiences can be an added value to directly
experiencing nature. All aspects (place and time) of nature can be represented at one time, giving a (more)
complete picture. When comparing vicarious experiences to direct ones the children conclude that when
visiting nature one can miss out on things that are easily represented in a vicarious representation. In that way,
these ‘enhancements’ can also lead to a devaluation of a direct experience because a direct experience is not
the same as experiencing the vicarious reality. So vicarious representations of nature can work both ways and
enhance or devaluate an experience.

Student
Plurk: “When you enter the area you walk through a forest that is devastated by deer. You don’t see that in a
film. Ok, the area may be very open in some places, but the film depicted it as being a sort of Serengeti, which it
is not in reality.”

Child
Kim: “I think that when I see the film I can sympathize less than when I see the birds in reality.”
Kim indicates that she cannot sympathize that easily with vicarious animals, so maybe direct experiences are
more valuable to foster sympathy with nature and animals. However she does not come back on this statement
by explaining it, so it has little explaining value in this respect. Plurk reveals the tension about vicarious
experiences in his comment. He compares the representation of the Oostvaardersplassen with that of the
Serengeti; he has direct experiences with both nature settings and concludes that this representation does not
fit the reality. The vicarious experience is mediated by filmmakers that represent nature as they see fit;
therefore some things are not represented as seen in reality. The devastated forest and the openness of the
areas are things that are not represented to reflect reality according to Plurk. In the next paragraph, it is
detailed why these (mis)-representations are problematic for people and nature.

Vicarious representations and a devaluation of direct experiences
The quotes below are used to illuminate a story-line about the possible devaluation of direct experiences by
the incorrect representation in televised nature.

Children
Patricia: “There is real nature in the Netherlands that is still untouched by humans and actually should stay like
this.”
Paulien: “I think the film is very beautiful because one can see nature as it really is; the animals are not fed -…very neat that they (filmmakers) could capture this in such a beautiful way.”
In the beginning of the focus-group discussion, these two children are very keen on saying that the nature
depicted in the film is real and not in a way mediated or managed by humans. These statements are not
inspired by visiting the area in person, but rather by the mediated representation of the film. In this way, the
mediated nature of the film is reproduced. Using the quotes of the students this could entail in a devaluation of
direct experiences.
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Child
Kris: “Well, people brought a lot of animals there so actually the nature is not real.”

Students
Plurk: “They represent the area as being a wilderness, which it is not, because the actively preserve the reed
lands by adjusting the water table. And I think that people are left out of the equation whilst humans have a
huge impact on that area. It is just like gardening.”
Sofie: “Is it important in the context of the film that people know this?”
Yris: I think so because it can lead to illusionary images. Think about it; you visit the area and you see it is
actually managed. This can cause severe indignation amongst people if they think it is a real piece of
Wilderness.
By depicting the area as being wilderness people can get disillusioned when actually visiting the place. In the
movie it was all beautiful and wild, but when directly experiencing the area people take this vicarious
representation with them (vicarious experiences shape the direct ones). If the reality turns out to be something
less spectacular (rain, no flowers) or wild (full of other people) the direct experiences may become less
important for people. This is only one side of the story, because on the other side people also may get
enthusiastic of relating the seen to reality. The two statements below can hint in that direction.

Children
Anja: “I think it will be fun to visit the area in person, especially because I want to compare the real thing to the
film.”
Kim: “Yes, I‘d like to go there too, because then you see the reality.”
These two respondents already expect that the vicarious reality is represented in another way than the direct
reality. In that way, they have a keen eye on how nature is represented. The students, on the other hand,
reproduced the fear of the scholars; in that way they portray other (lay) people as susceptible to be misguided.
Only the students themselves seem impervious to be misguided in experiencing vicarious nature because they
know better through their academic knowledge of nature. However the children, who are not socialized by
these academic institutions, can actively reflect on what is direct and a vicarious, moreover these two domains
seem to overlap for them giving way to a more nuanced picture of these experiences. Rather the students are
more susceptible on splitting these two experiences and talk negatively about vicarious experiences. This
difference responds to the stances of the scholars that convey that academic institutions socialize their scholars
in a way that other representations than their reality are perceived as negative and even misleading (Hodgetts
& Lorimer, 2014) (Sullivan, 1995). However, the expressions of the children do not respond to the fear of the
students and other scholars that vicarious representations will devaluate direct experiences with nature.
Combining all these aspects it will remain questionable whether the feared substitution of direct experiences
by vicarious experiences is grounded in practice. However, the presented data suggests that this relation is not
a straightforward as often described. Namely, both direct and vicarious experiences can be mediated; this chips
away the rigid distinction between the two kinds of experiencing nature. Next to that vicarious experiences
seem to shape (maybe devaluate) direct experiences of nature. When people take the vicarious experiences as
a baseline for their reality of nature then direct experiences cannot live up to this ‘enhanced’ reality. However
the responses of both children and students suggest that direct experiences are still important, for reasons as
peacefulness, sensing (touch) and smelling nature. So far vicarious experiences are not able to provide those
constructs.
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6.2 Tension 2: Directing Affect and Aesthetic Appreciation of Nature
As described in the research objective this film brings together individualized animals and the holistic notion of
ecological processes; Ecological processes are explained by using individual life-history perspectives. It is
interesting to see how the different groups react to this duality in the representation of nature. Clowney (2013)
states that there are two ways to identify to these aspects of nature; focussing on cute and dramatic
representations of individuals and appreciating the natural processes and feeling a part of this process. In this
part of the analysis, the focus is directed to how the affect of people flows towards these kinds of nature.
Various ways and triggers that entail in affective responses are explored below. Questions concerning this
theme could be: How do both groups engage with representations of individual animals and ecological
processes? At what instances, do the respondents express their affect or appreciation?

Drama, life, and death: From Individual Animals to Holistic Nature
In the film, there is a constant dialogue between individual animals and the ecological processes. It is
interesting to see how both focus groups grapple with this duality. Most of the children direct their affect to
individual animals (beauty cuteness and coolness).

Children
Kris: “The duck chicks are really adorable.”
Lieske: “The kingfisher is really beautiful.” -…- “Because they are hard to spot, and I just think they are special
and beautiful.”
Kim: “I think the fawn was really cute because it is just a beautiful animal”
Joost: “Deer are cool because they fight with a kind of coat rack on their heads.”
It was apparent that girls vocalized that animals were cute and beautiful whereas the boys referred to animals
as cool. Not surprisingly most of the animals that were found to be cute or cool had a major role in the film
itself. Not only were these animals the “stars of the film” but almost every time emotional predicates,
consciousness, or cultural explanations of the animals’ behaviour (i.e. anthropomorphism) were apparent.
Possibly the children are influenced by the film in expressing their affect directly.

Children
-Lots of ooh’s and aah's during the scene of the foalDiscussion leader: “Can you sympathize with this animal?”
Miriam: “Yes, of course, you immediately think: 0oh no don’t die! Because... Yeah, it is a foal and it is hard not
to feel something.
Seval: “When I saw it for the first time I thought it was sad to see, because the foal won’t move and get up. But
when the mother appears I think: a bond between mother and daughter is so strong.”
Miriam: “Yes I understand that one can feel with the animals because those fawns are just a few days on this
earth and abandoned during the day.”
Lieske (about the fawns): “Yes I think I would be scared too if I saw a herd of horses galloping towards me, so I
understand them.”

Students
Yris: “I always have that, like: oooh what a pitiful foal.”
“When you see him (foal) all covered in mud and shaking, you immediately think: aah how sad.”
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Sam: “Well, the narration was cliché, but of course the images (of the foal) do something to you.”
Plurk: “Well…maybe like…ooh he (fawn) needs to seek shelter for that large herd of horses. Maybe that… but
not for me.”
Sam (about the fawns): “I think you sympathize more when something bad happens.”

The children seem to direct their affect towards animals that are in danger or in pain as the quotes suggest.
Compassion and sympathy were directly directed to these animals. The students reacted to these scenes as
well, but their perspective is slightly different from the school children. It reveals a lot in how
anthropomorphism and dramatizations in these two scenes lead them in expressing their sympathy. At first,
the students did object to the subjective anthropomorphism, however, they do respond in an affective way
expressing the same modes of directing affect as the children did when seeing the scene of the foal. This affect
was not based on the dramatic and anthropomorphic narration; because one student expressed that the
narration was cliché. Rather their affect was based on the visual aspect of suffering. The scene about the two
fawns on the other hand did not contain anthropomorphic content, it was only dramatized. Therefore the
students evaluated this scene as better in terms of perceived objectivity; however, they did not direct their
affect to the fawns. The other (anthropomorphic) scene did entail in more sympathizing expressions of the
students. Nevertheless, it cannot be stated that the anthropomorphism in the scene of the foals did provoke
these affective reactions. Rather pain or suffering is described as a determinant for these affective reactions. In
comparison with danger (in the scene of the fawns) suffering triggers an affective reaction whereas danger
does not for the students. Also, Sam expressed that sympathizing is easier when bad things happen, apparently
the students think that danger is a less bad experience than the suffering of an animal. So maybe the students
are not as immune to the visual aspects of suffering in this dramatic scene.
The children, on the other hand, expressed their affect in quite the same ways as in the other scene. Therefore
differences between the triggers danger and suffering are not as clear-cut as with the students. However there
is a difference; when children relate to animals in danger it is on a level of understanding, but when the
suffering of an animal is involved the children direct their affect to the animal as sympathy or pity. Contrasting
to the students, the affect of the children is also directed to ecological processes, however not in a direct way. I
think that connection with individual animals in combination with the theme of life and death is an important
determinant in fostering their appreciation for the holistic aspects of nature. The quotes below can reflect this
claim.

Children
Paulien: “Yes… especially the part where he (narrator) said that everything is used in nature appeals me. If
something dies then the remains are used by other species.”
Miriam: “well yeah, I think it’s sad if an animal dies, But when such an animal dies because of predation, then I
think: the predator has to eat too.”
Paulien: “We are in the end also part of that circle of life; when you are dead in your coffin little creatures will
come and eat you.”
When animals die in the film reactions from the children have certain things in common. Most reactions
comprise a sense of sadness; however, this sadness is mitigated by knowing that the remains are used by other
animals and plants in nature. These comments can be regarded as personalized version of ecosystemic
relations. Not the notions of food webs or flows of nutrients or other processes are directly appreciated for
their complexity or beauty. Rather as the children mention above this identification with ecological processes is
based on the things that humans and animals have in common: living, eating and dying and in that last two
ways being a part of that nature as well. Maybe this is not a direct form of affect that is directed towards
nature in general, but rather an indirect personification with holistic nature through individual animals. This
because the children do not identify with the holistic nature on a direct level of intrinsic fascination but on a
level of feeling one with nature through their own place in that system. Not only the thesis about biophilia as a
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virtue, but also the theory of affective connection with nature prioritize a sense of this described belonging to
nature (Johnson, Morgeson, & Hekman, 2012) (Clowney, 2013) However only the body is referred to as being
part of nature, through these comparisons in life and death. Therefore this can also be an indication that
Anderson (2000) has a point when writing that the human nature divide and body-mind divide are still
reinforced in society. (Anderson, 2000).
On the other hand, the students do not seem to identify with on a personal level with the holistic processes of
nature. They only direct their affect towards the visual suffering of individual animals. Life and death do not
entail in affective or inclusive responses. In the next paragraph, it becomes clear how these students direct
their affect towards natural processes. For clarity, the way children and the students direct the flow of affect
through visuals, drama, life and death towards holistic nature are visualized in a schematic image (figure 2).

Cool
Beautiful
Cute
Danger
Pain

Pain

Sympathy towards Individual
animals

Appreciation, and Understanding ofand Sympathy towards
Individual animals

Death of animals
Personalised identification with
natural processes
Figure 2: Students and Children directing affect through individual animals. Blue shapes and lines represent triggers
and flows that were apparent with students. Green shapes and lines represent steps of the children in directing their
affect towards nature.
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Knowledge: A scholars’ way to direct affect
The group of students is quite unique because it presents few contrasting views. Conversely, there were many
commonalities in how the students directed their affect. Although ecological processes were a part of the
conversation between the respondents it was interesting to see that no affect was directed at the processes
itself.

Student
Yris: “I got the impression that the circle of life was more emphasised in the film, the death of one means life for
others. The scene always started quite sad, but when another animal could make use of the deceased animal,
the scene became happier.”
No word of fascination, beauty, or balance of natural processes was expressed. There is only a focus on what it
does to other people or what the film tried to convey.

Students
Plurk: “The images of the Kingfisher are really beautiful.”
Yris: “I just wanted to say the same.”
Plurk: “(…) it were just fantastic visuals.”
When talking about animals as individual the word beauty comes forward in the focus group of the students
just as with the children. However the children attributed the beauty towards the animals, but the students
directed the beauty towards the vicarious images. This could hint that these students make a difference
between vicarious images and real life experiences with wildlife. Thus the students seem to split the two
experiences quite strictly; if it is a vicarious representation the affect (beauty) is attributed to an image but
when it is a direct experience the affect (beauty) is attributed to the animal itself. On the other hand when pain
is involved affect is directed to the animal and not to the vicarious image of that suffering animal. So maybe
these more emotional images trigger the students in directing their affect towards an animal rather than to an
image.

Students
Yris: I think that was a strong point indeed, it’s good and beautiful that they can visualize that (hunting fox),
but the mere choice of words… (Negatively implied) one can also tell this in different (more suitable) words.
Sam: “it’s a good attempt though”
Plurk “But we want more facts!”
Yris: “(…) It was one of the few parts where I learned something new, how to tell male and female kingfishers
apart. I thought: hey there’s a fact I did not know -...- That was a part that I liked. (…)”
Sam: “they (fawns) looked quite calm for a dangerous situation, but actually I found it quite interesting because
one could filter out the facts in this scene. I didn’t know that fawns stay put (when in danger).”
Yris: “I think it is a shame because it would be very educational if the subjective character could be reduced.”
Yris: “well I think it is a nice fact to hear that this is the largest herd of wild horses in Europe, such things are just
nice to know.”
What was very clear was that the environmental students preferred knowledge over drama and
anthropomorphism in the film. Not surprisingly for students, knowledge is something to be passionate about.
This can be seen in how affect is directed. Not the animal itself or the dramatic story around it entails in affect
but rather the knowledge about that animal or behaviour. A little bit of dramatization is allowed as long as it
stays in the realm of objectively describing animals or natural behaviour. The children, on the other hand, did
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not express that knowledge was important for them to associate with nature. This difference could be related
to the different levels of being scientifically informed.
Maybe their knowledge of natural processes leads the students to only focus on flaws in the narration and
framing. In that way, there is no room left for appreciation of the beauty of nature or appreciation of the
system. These findings can be placed in a broader discussion about the aesthetic appreciation of nature
(Carson, 1995). I hypothesize that the scientific knowledge of the students inhibits their ability to appreciate
nature in other ways than in terms of knowledge coinciding with their scientific reality of nature. Furthermore,
when combining this with the earlier presented literature of Sullivan (1995), who explains that the
understanding of anthropomorphism as negative and is reproduced via educational modes, it could be that
scientific knowledge is the only way for practitioners to experience and appreciate nature (Sullivan, 1995).
Matthews (2002) explains that scientific knowledge is not necessary to appreciate nature. Rather it is the
empirical knowledge that reveals the object to the eye; lines, colours, structure (Matthews, 2002). Hereby the
role of scientific knowledge is not rendered as unimportant, but rather empirical knowledge is valued as the
determinant of aesthetic appreciation. As presented in the previous section, the children could identify with
nature by aesthetically appreciating animals without involving scientific knowledge; rather they used their
empirical knowledge to evaluate an animal as beautiful, cool or cute. Next to that the children could also get
beyond connecting to individual animals by relating in a personified way of being one with nature. The students
seem to stick to their beliefs of scientifically representing nature and condemning other representations that
may be valuable to foster a relation with the natural environment.

Students
Plurk: “I don’t know a lot about blowflies and if they indeed look for a place.”
Sofie: “I noticed that as well, which heap is the best?”
Plurk: “I don’t know if they do that in reality, but - apart from the music- this was a scene that I thought was
plausible.”
In scene 9 (see 5.9) the students react to a representation of insects as being intelligible and presenting
intentional behaviour. It is interesting to see that their scientific knowledge about these particular animals is
lacking, but at the same time, they evaluate the (misguided) representation as being plausible. So if the
students did know all about these flies, I would expect that this representation is deemed as misguided. This
can substantiate the earlier claim that scientific knowledge about animals hampers the appreciation of other
than scientific representations of nature.

Students
Sam: “I think that this film has broadened the knowledge of people that think that dying animals are pitiful, but
not really understand the processes behind it. I think that they now know a bit how things work.”
Plurk: I thought the film was very accessible for lay a person maybe that is why the narration is somewhat
childish at times.”
Plurk: “Maybe that is why the film did not fit us because we are not the intended public for this film.”
Sofie: “Indeed, maybe it is designed for people that are not so into nature as we are.”
It was surprising to see that the students often described how other people might feel when watching the
scenes. By doing this they were setting themselves apart from other people because every time they could
imagine that one could feel this way. But they never felt the same way as other people did. In the last comment
Sofie conveys that the students do have a sort of affective relation with nature, however, this ‘being into
nature’ is not specified or directional. It could also relate to the construct of being scientifically interested in
nature. Notwithstanding they think that the film is good for the general public in getting to love nature. The
end (love for / knowledge about nature) justifies the means (humanized nature).
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This duality is fascinating because the students describe anthropomorphism in the film as a subjective way of
representing nature, but for lay people, it seems to be a good way to develop an interest in nature. So here
(the right kind of) knowledge about the object does not seem necessary to cultivate appreciation or a
connection with nature. This leads me to think that people without the scientific knowledge relate differently
to nature because they can be more open to other representations of nature like the children exemplify in
directing their affect to nature. In this way, I think that the students reflect the ideas of Sullivan (1995) who
states that knowledge institutions and ultimately the people that are socialized by these institutions show a
certain negative bias towards other representations than objective scientific knowledge.
In figure 3 an overview is included that represents the ways how the students direct their affect in relation to
vicarious representations and scientific knowledge.

Vicarious
Representation
Of Nature

Perceived as
being
misguiding

Affect for
scientific,
Representation of
Nature

Beautiful

Affect toward
Images of
animals

Students do express that these
representations can serve as a tool in
getting lay people to love nature.

Figure 3: Students Directing Affect towards images of nature and scientific representations of nature. The green area
indicates how the students think these representations could be experienced by lay people i.e. the children.
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6.3 Tension 3: Humans and Animals
A central tension in the debate about anthropomorphism can be described by the differences between nonhuman animals and people. As discussed in the literature, various scholars claim that non-human animals
cannot think, behave intentionally, make conscious decisions, and plan for future events (Anderson, 2000).
Conversely, some scholars think it is best that anthropomorphism should at all times be avoided (Keeley, 2004)
(Tinbergen, 1963). In the film a lot of these concepts are imposed on non-human animals, now these animals
appear to think and behave just as humans do. During the focus-group discussions, both groups described the
differences between animals and humans by reacting on the self-derived nature scenes. They also reflected on
the ethical question whether or not humans are allowed to place such concepts on animals. These results serve
as input for this analysis. How do different people grapple with this binary? Are we as humans allowed to place
emotional, intentional or behavioural predicates on animals? Which kinds of differences are there? Do the
participants employ other representations of how animals behave?

Differences between humans and non-human animals
Students
Sofie: “Yes, giving meaning is a difference; we give meaning to everything and animals don’t do that.”
Plurk: “I would say that the ascribing of emotions, norms, and values to the reality around us is a human trait.”
Yris: we don’t know if animals have a consciousness or not. If one looks at generations, certain species have
learned that they need other animals but whether such animals are constantly aware of that....?”
The students only evaluated the differences of a mental nature. Physical or behavioural differences were not
mentioned at all. This could hint that the students do not see the more ‘obvious’ physical or behavioural
differences, but that these differences are already taken for granted and in that way deserve no comment in
the light of this film. However, it can also indicate that there is a rigid split between in their thinking about
humans and non-human animals. For, according to the students, humans give meaning, have norms, values,
and emotions and have self-determination when it comes to relations and reproduction. Animals were not
described as having these traits; according to the students, these things are rather vested in instinct. In this
way, the students reproduce arguments of the anti-anthropomorphites as described by Keeley (2004). The
expressions of the students, therefore, resound with the human nature divide as described by Aristotle, Plato
and the Judeo-Cristian religion (Anderson, 2000) (Schouten, 2005). These scholars describe that many people in
western societies perceive that humans are inherently different from animals in way of mental capabilities.
According to the concept of the human nature divide animals only possess the basic traits: that of nutrition,
sensation, and movement whereas humans can additionally think, reason and believe (Anderson, 2000). In that
respect, the students reproduce this separation on the basis of mental differences. Lastly the hypothesis of
Hodgetts and Lorimar (2014) that conveys: “(that) there is a hesitancy to challenge existing disciplinary
boundaries, particularly the monopolistic grip of ‘scientific’ epistemologies with regard to understanding animal
behaviour” is not falsified by these the reactions of the students. The last response could function to represent
a more fluid understanding of the minds of animals resounding with the cognitive ethology (Bekoff & Allen,
1997). However, the student could not give a conclusive answer that was grounded in science, because in the
way of expressing herself she refers to a ‘we’ (scientists). This can respond to the methodological problems to
grasp and make sense of the minds of animals; it gives huge problems for science to prove or debunk whether
animals are conscious (Churchill, 2006). I think that because of their scholarly interest they gave this answer,
playing safe. Ultimately it is not hard for someone to individually experience that an animal (a dog for instance)
has a mind or character, but for science, it is very hard to prove. The children, on the other hand, did not
express differences between animals of a mental nature. Maybe this hints in the direction that the
schoolchildren relate differently to the distinction between humans and animals.

Children
Miriam: “Humans buy their food and animals hunt or forage it.”
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Anja: “Humans live in houses and just go inside. Animals are always outside and just have to survive or else they
will not make it.”

The children did not mention the thinking capabilities and emotions strictly pertaining to humans as stated in
the literature about the human nature divide (Anderson, 2000). This could be an effect of the film because nonhuman animals are portrayed with mental capacities and emotions; ultimately this representation could be
reproduced by the children. But it could also hint in the direction that the children have a different, more
inclusive understanding of the perceived divide between humans and animals than the students. There are
other reasons to believe that the differences are not perceived as strictly as describe by the literature about
the human nature divide (Anderson, 2000). For a starter only behavioural differences were provided, so for the
children a distinction between animals and between animals and humans are vested in behaviour and not in
mental differences. If commonalities between humans and animals were described this was on the basis of
behaviour. In chapter 5.6 some children even identified with the konik horses on the basis of these behavioural
commonalities.

Children
Paulien: “Yes, it looks like us, we also live together and communicate to each other.”
Discussion leader: “Then, are they very different than people?”
Paulien: “Well… they stand on 4 legs.”
This finding can indicate that some children perceive commonalities between humans and animals as vested in
the same behaviour, moreover that this could be a basis to identify with these animals. When asked for if the
horses were then similar to humans, not a mental but physical distinction was provided. This expression does
not represent the human-nature divide because these differences always based on a mental aspect (Anderson,
2000). Also, the children discussed the differences between humans and animals in the moral and social
domain.

Children
Kris: people don’t eat each other, and animals sometimes do.”
Paulien: “Well, I disagree, I think that humans actually kill each other in wars etc. animals don’t do that. I don’t
mean that foxes don’t kill ducks, but rather that foxes don’t kill foxes.”
Kris: “Animals do really help each other; they live in a real group. People only think about themselves. Also,
animals only take what they need and humans always take far more than they need.”
Seval: “Animals actually let the weaklings die, but we care for the weaker people.”
These responses connect to the topic of cultural anthropomorphism where human moral values are
extrapolated to animals (Mills, 2012). These statements represent that not only humans are judged by their
own values but also animals are perceived as being wrong or right in human terms. When making these
comparisons the children blur the boundaries of the human-nature divide. In this way, animals become more
human, but sometimes (as Kris and Paulien do) humans are morally evaluated by comparing negatively
perceived behaviours with the moral virtues of animals. This leads me to think that the children do see
differences between humans and animals, but that ultimately this distinction is based on how one behaves or
looks like and not on the level of mental capacities. Therefore these children do respond more to the visions
held by the anthropomorphites and the cognitive ethologists (Keeley, 2004) (Bekoff & Allen, 1997). The
students, on the other hand, focus only on differences in mental capacities and convey that this is what
distinguishes humans from animals. Next to that they perceive that describing animal behaviour using human
inscriptions is something to be avoided. Therefore the expressions of the students resound more with the antianthropomorphites which reinforce the human nature divide (Keeley, 2004) (Anderson, 2000).
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Anthropomorphism: are we allowed?
Children
Kim: “Well I find it a bit weird to do because you never know if it is true.”
Anja: “This scene didn’t fit, well actually it did, but you can get the weird idea that the flies are really romantic.”
Seval: “Well, I don’t know, but everything that we know about animals is a product of ourselves is it? Then
everything is allowed, even if it is not true.”
Miriam: “Well, you could also say that we as humans have animalistic traits, I mean; we are all animals, right?
So I think that it is allowed.”
Some children clearly thought that we cannot speak for animals pertaining to emotions, behaviour or mental
states. The reason that was most heard was that we never know for sure what animals think or feel. This
reason was also apparent in the group of the students. Hereby the statements of the anti-anthropomorphites
are reproduced (Keeley, 2004). However, other children explained that everything we know is a perception
how we as humans think. Keeping this in mind anthropomorphism is just a human perception of the world
around us and not a thing to be avoided. So in that way, the use of anthropomorphism can become less
problematic. This statement about using anthropomorphism can relate to the anthropomorphites who convey
that all representations of nature are a product of human thinking and therefore sometimes problematic, but
not false or misguided (Keeley, 2004). One girl further mentioned a completely different view. If humans are
animals (which we undoubtedly are) there are no human traits, only animalistic. Our thinking is just an example
of such a trait. I suggest that this is a new way of reasoning when this argument is applied to
anthropomorphism is. If anthropomorphism is defined as “ascribing human traits, emotions, mental states to
animals” the equation does not fit anymore. Because human traits, emotions, and mental states do not exist
anymore; these things are all part of the animalistic reasoning.

Students
Yris: “I think it is hard for me if humans speak for animals, one cannot determine how animals feel or think.”
Plurk: “I agree, like you say, we cannot know whether or not these animals have norms or values.”
Sam: “I think that such things (anthropomorphism) degrade the scientific quality of a movie if a large part is
about emotions.”
Plurk: “The film contained a lot of subjective values.”
Yris: “Yes that is twisting reality.”
The students, on the other hand, had a very strong and united opinion about anthropomorphism both in “De
Nieuwe Wildernis”. They think that we are not allowed to say something about the mental inner workings of
non-human animals or to impose culturally inscribed explanations on their behaviour. Moreover, they think
that this is twisting reality and fear that lay-people could be misled. As mentioned earlier these fears are not
justified by the results of this study as the children clearly know the difference between an inscribed
representation and reality. The arguments that the students express coincide with the literature of the antianthropomorphites and classic ethologists (Keeley, 2004) (Tinbergen, 1963). But the responses of one of the
students generate a nice duality in how to think about attributing human notions to non-human animals. The
discussion was about a robin bringing a last salute to his dead friend the deer. All students did not think that
the robin had an intention to make a last salute, so one student corrects this ‘false representation’ by saying:
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Student
Yris: “It was really bad, what last salute?!? No, the robin just is there by coincidence. The bird probably doesn’t
even know that there is a dead deer underneath the pile of snow. But I really don’t get that the narrator said
something like that. It was a nice dramatic for film purposes, but in reality, the robin doesn’t come to salute
the deer.
Although this student does think that it is not appropriate to describe how animals think or feel she provides a
narrative on what the non-human animal thinks in reality. Maybe these students are convinced that
anthropomorphism is not truthful, but they make use of the same techniques to provide a counter-narrative:
ascribing thoughts to an animal without knowing. The anti-anthropomorphites (and this student) tend to claim
that this is a scientific approach because it refrains from adding an interpretation to the description of the
behaviour. This statement can function as an example that scholars are convinced of their own academic
interpretations of behaviour and condemn other explanations.
In reacting to the central question of this paragraph, the children express a whole range in how- and why
humans are allowed or not to use anthropomorphism. This continuum ranges from that “humans are not
allowed because you never know” to “humans are allowed because there is no such thing as human traits.”
This diversity responds to the three ways in relating to anthropomorphism (Keeley, 2004) (Bekoff & Allen,
1997). The students, on the other hand, expressed no diversity in how to relate to the concept of
anthropomorphism; they all condemned it as being subjective, misleading and twisting reality. Why is there
such a variation in the focus-group of the children whereas the students are so united? As mentioned before
the institutional focus of the students leads them to condemn other representations (anthropomorphism) as
twisting (their academic) reality. Although some children did not see anthropomorphism as fitting to represent
animal behaviour, some other stances that were in favour of anthropomorphism were expressed as well. So
ultimately I think the difference in relating to anthropomorphism is vested in how one thinks about the world
and itself. The children express different opinions and therefore worldviews, whereas the students share the
same opinion and world view. This finding leads me to believe that the students are socialized by knowledge
institutions and perceive that anthropomorphism has a negative notion (Hodgetts & Lorimer, 2014) (Sullivan,
1995).

Biophilia as a Virtue and the Human Nature Divide
In the literature review, Biophilia as a virtue is described by Clowney as: “Biophilia as a virtue must get beyond
the cute and dramatic to the appreciation of the marvelous, complex interactions of organisms in their
environment (Clowney, 2013). Humans must come to see themselves as part of a biotic community; when
human beings feel that they are connected to other life forms they will harbour a sense of obligation to play
their own part in a communal sense with the biosphere (Clowney, 2013). In which way did the reactions of the
respondents convey these kinds themes?
The children speak in inclusive terms like ‘we all’ and ‘everything’ when talking about experiencing the seasons
(5.4). In this way, the children identify themselves with organisms in their environment. Also, the expressions
of the children represent a personified bond with nature fostered by relating to individual animals. Some of the
children even employ a sense of biophilia by expressing that their body is as much part of nature as animals
are. The remains of the human body are one way or another given back to nature. Also, one respondent
expressed that humans are actually the same as animals so that we are all one. The students, on the other
hand, do not express these feelings of biophilia as a virtue; they only expressed their love for knowledge about
nature. This could be regarded as an appreciation of the marvelous, complex interactions of the environment;
however, the identification was not directed towards nature but rather to knowledge.
In this way, the children represent more ideas of the biophilia as described by Clowney (2013) than the
students do. Although the statements of the children can be regarded as signs of a biophilia as a virtue, other
reactions did not respond to the conditions of this theory. The children did direct their affect towards nature,
but they did so via cute and dramatic representations of animals (adorable, cool and cute). According to
Clowney (2013), people must get beyond that notion to adopt biophilia as a virtue. Even when showing
compassion towards animals the children were inspired by dramatic representations of individual animals
(danger, pain, and death). However, it became apparent that through these notions of cuteness and drama the
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children were able to have a personified identification with the broader processes in nature. This leads me to
suggest that the notion of biophilia as a virtue can be compatible with a focus on cuteness or drama because it
was apparent that through these notions the children engaged in a personified relation with nature as
described in chapter 6.2. Moreover, these notions can even be determinants in appreciating complex
interactions of organisms in their environment.
The ideas of the human nature divide are also apparent in the results. As mentioned earlier, modern societies
still maintain a rigid split between humans on the one hand and animals and nature on the other. It is a
common line of thought that humans are different than other animals, because we have (in our own eyes) the
ability to employ reason, and express emotions in a calculated way. This then sets us apart from other lifeforms because non-human animals are deprived of that function (Anderson, 2000). How do the children and
students relate and reproduce to this theoretical construct? Both groups view animals as something other
than humans; however, the students and children expressed other differences that make a difference.
The children did not set animals apart by describing mental differences between humans and animals. For the
children, the differences between them and animals were more vested in behaviour and appearance than on a
mental level. Therefore the human-nature divide was not reproduced by the children in a way as described in
literature (Anderson, 2000) (Schouten, 2005). Next to that the children speak of more inclusive terms about
animals and nature than the students. The students, on the other hand, have an inclination to talk about
animals as being very different from humans. They do not possess norms, values and emotions and selfdetermination when it comes to relations and reproduction, rather their behaviour is explained as being an
effect of instinct. However, the students did not exclude that animals have consciousness, simply because they
did not know. But what was clear is that if animals do possess such a consciousness it is in a very different way
as we humans do. The students also gave an indication in which way we are allowed to speak about the
behaviour of animals in relation to humans. In chapter 5.10 the students think it is allowed to compare animal
behaviour with that of humans, as long as it stays a comparison. By doing this the two perceived realms of
humanity and animality come into touch with each other, but never coincide; the boundaries between humans
and animals are still present. Therefore the human nature divide is reproduced in the reactions and beliefs of
the students. Combining this with the ways in which the students direct their affect (mostly to knowledge
about nature) an interesting picture can be drawn up. The view of the students responds to the earlier
statements of Sullivan (1995). He tells that: Biology as a discipline managed to indoctrinate its students (...) it
was kept clean of anthropomorphism by constant scientific purity.” Also, Hodgetts and Lorimer (2014) suggest
that the human nature divide is reinforced through institutions like pedagogy, research, and science. To make
more tangible how the students and children differ in how they relate to these and other theoretical concepts
a figure is drawn up below.

Biophilia as a Virtue

Sameness

Cognitive Ethology

Sameness and Otherness
Under Investigation

Human Nature Divide

Otherness

Qualifying
Humans and Animals
Figure 4: How do the expressions of both groups relate to theories and paradigms in literature? The blue dot represents
ideas of the students whereas the green dot represents ideas of the children in how to relate to the differences
between humans and animals.
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As presented in the literature and in figure 4, cognitive ethology can take on the role of a middle ground
paradigm in which the commonalities of mental processes between humans and animals are under
investigation (Bekoff & Allen, 1997). This paradigm is not based on the rigid split between animals and humans
but at the same time does not express the inclusiveness of humans as belonging to nature, like the biophilia as
a virtue thesis. Based on the things mentioned in this paragraph it can be said that the students adhere to the
dichotomy between humans and animals. The expression that animals might have cognitions touches the
realm of cognitive ethology; therefore the blue dot is placed on the boundary between the two theories. The
children on the hand see a more inclusive relation between humans and animals. They express some facets of
biophilia as a virtue, but also they state differences between animals and humans. The children are not certain
how to express the differences of a mental nature, but at the same time, they do not seem to draw strict
boundaries between animals and humans. Therefore the green dot is placed in the overlapping field of
cognitive ethology and biophilia as a virtue.
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Chapter 7 – Discussion and Conclusion
The previous chapter presented the findings and their relation with the literature presented in the theoretical
framework. In this chapter the main findings are discussed and placed in perspective, the questions designed in
chapter 2 are answered. Next to that I give some directions for further research and reflect both the
methodology and how the insights of this research can be applied in practice and theory.
In which ways do people think about direct and vicarious experiences with nature?
According to Kellert (2000), some scholars fear that vicarious experiences with nature somehow substitute
direct experiences. The results of this research do partly reflect that stance, but on the other hand, refute it.
What is important in discussing these results is that the focus group discussions provided an addition to the
current literature. Rather than perceiving these two experiences as separated, a more fluid understanding of
their interrelations is expressed by the respondents. The data presents no such thing as a pure direct
experience with nature; rather the research indicated that there are various levels of being in the real.
Moreover, direct experiences with nature can be mediated as well; for instance by walking on the beaten
tracks or following a guide. Bousé (2003) and other anti-anthropomorphites (Sealey & Oakley, 2014), (Mills B. ,
2012) write their objections to anthropomorphism like there is an unmediated way to experience nature i.e. by
directly experiencing it. Rather I argue that every experience is mediated and only different levels of mediation
exist. Hereby the notion of how we experience the reality of nature is ambiguous and the boundaries between
these two experiences are blurred. Both experiences seem to shape and complement each other; however,
these two modes of experiencing nature are not always in harmony.
The respondents evaluated the perceived differences between direct and vicarious experiences. They
expressed that a vicarious representation of nature allows one to see all the aspects of nature as opposed to
direct experiences with nature. With such a vicarious experience things that constrain us in direct experiences
like time (directly experiencing all seasons in a nature area) and space (deep-sea exploration) can be overcome.
In this way, vicarious experiences can represent the totality of nature in a compacted way and thus enhance
that particular experience. However, the distinction between vicarious and direct experiences is not that strict;
ultimately this could lead to the devaluation of such a direct experience because the direct reality cannot
respond to the full (vicarious) reality anymore. When people see a particularly mediated representation about
the Oostvaardersplassen and thereafter visit the area, they may become disappointed that the real nature is
not that grandiose or spectacular; some students and children indeed expressed such feelings of missing out
when directly experiencing the Oostvaardersplassen. Nonetheless, it remains questionable whether this feared
substitution of direct experiences by vicarious experiences of nature is grounded in practice. The data conveys
that this relation is not a straightforward as often described, most of the children were very aware that the film
was a mediated experience. Not only did they expect that a direct experience would be less spectacular, but
also they were keen on visiting the area in person to compare the direct reality to the vicarious reality. In this
sense, a vicarious experience can actually inform people to undertake a direct experience. Next to that most
respondents did express that they value a direct experience more than a vicarious experience. Things as ‘being
out there’, peacefulness, sensation (touch) and smell were seen as important determinants of this value. These
are elements that (for now) cannot be replicated by vicarious experiences with nature. In this sense, the data
does not respond to the feared substitution of direct experiences of nature by vicarious experiences as
described by Kellert (2002). In practice the distinction between these two experiences is not as strict as firstly
thought; rather these experiences shape each other. On the one hand, this hybridization of experiences can be
considered as problematic but on the other hand vicarious images can function as an enhancement of direct
experiences and reveal the more invisible sides of nature. Both students and children, be it for different
reasons, mentioned that a direct experience is still valued higher than a vicarious one. This goes to show that
the direct experience of the Oostvaardersplassen does not disappoint the respondents after having a vicarious
experience with the same area because non-vicarious determinants (being out there) is still valued as
important for a nature experience.
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In which ways do people direct their affect towards individual animals and holistic nature?
The two focus groups presented some different ways to direct their affect in relation to the film. The specific
ways these two groups direct their affect seem to exemplify the various levels in being scientifically informed.
At first glance the children direct their affect only to individual animals; words as cool, beautiful and cute were
used to direct their affect. The animals they identified as such were all perceived as the stars of the show and
were described with anthropomorphic labels. Maybe the humanized characters of the animals enable the
children to identify with them. This finding resounds with the literature that states that anthropomorphism
fosters a meaningful connection with nature (Butterfield, Hill, & Lord, 2012) (Tam, Lee, & Chao, 2013). However
this is not the only way that the children directed their affect towards nature; understanding, sympathy, and
pity were expressed in the case of dramatic events. When animals were in danger the children directed their
affect as understanding towards those animals, whereas pain was involved the children expressed sympathy or
pity. These characterizations do not respond to the ideal of biophilia as a virtue as described by Clowney (2013)
because they focus on the cute and dramatic aspect. However, through these modes of danger, pain, and
death the children were able to express a personified identification with the natural processes. Therefore I
think that the cute or dramatic responses do not inhibit a person from feeling connected to natural processes.
Rather the children exemplify that a connection with individual animals in combination with the theme of life
and death is an important determinant in fostering their appreciation for the holistic aspects of nature. This
finding can be a way to rethink the theory of Clowney (2013) in a way that a focus on cuteness and drama is
not necessarily bad or impedes people in feeling connected to the greater aspects of nature. Also, the negative
notions surrounding the use of drama and anthropomorphism in nature documentaries should be
contextualized. The children exemplify that the notions of anthropomorphism and drama are not negative in
fostering affect for nature.
The students also directed affect towards individual animals; when animals were in pain they reacted in
expressing sympathy. Danger, on the other hand, did not entail in such emotional responses. The students
expressed that bad things need to happen to animals to be able to sympathize with these animals. This was the
only instance that the students related their affect towards a natural entity. No word of fascination or
appreciation was directed to the ecological processes that were visualised in the film. Even when the students
expressed that animals were beautiful they related that affect towards images, not to the animals directly.
However when factual knowledge about nature was presented it did result in affective reactions from the
students. Not surprisingly, knowledge is something to be passionate about for them. This can be seen in how
affect is directed. Not the animal itself or the dramatic story around it entails in affect but rather the
knowledge about that animal or behaviour.
The children did not express affect for knowledge about animals or the environment. On the other hand, the
students often describe how other (lay) people may relate to nature in general and the film in particular; it was
expressed that these (lay) people relate differently to nature as the students do. This leads me to think that this
difference is vested in the level of being scientifically informed. When relating to nature the students are
focussed on ‘objective’, scientific representations of nature. The data suggest that the focus on scientific
knowledge inhibits their ability to appreciate nature in other ways than in terms of knowledge coinciding with
their scientific reality of nature. However, when their disciplinary knowledge was not available on the topic of
insects, the mediated representation was deemed as plausible. These results can affirm the theories that say
that scholars are socialized by these institutions and have a negative bias towards other representations that
convey other (non-academic) values (Hodgetts & Lorimer, 2014), (Sullivan, 1995). People trained in science and
research often have a negative bias towards anthropomorphism and are deeply rooted in the paradigm of the
human nature divide. Furthermore, the expressions of the students are comparable with the stances that the
anti-anthropomorphites take in the article of Keeley (2014). This leads me to think that people without the
scientific knowledge can be more open to other representations of nature like the children exemplify in
directing their affect to nature. Ultimately this begs the question if there is a need to rethink the how we as
scientists describe- and relate to nature on the basis of objective and factual knowledge. I think that this study
reveals that it could be fruitful to rethink this scholarly vision, giving way to other forms where knowledge is
more enmeshed with the affect for- and emotions toward nature itself than knowledge about that nature
alone. I hypothesize that these new ways of knowing nature can be a determinant in having a meaningful
relation with nature.
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In which ways do people perceive differences between animals and humans?
In perceiving differences between animals and humans, the two focus groups reveal some contrasting
thoughts. The children mainly pointed out behavioural differences, whereas mental differences were only
expressed by students. By doing so the students reinforce the human-nature divide as described by Anderson
(2000); more specific, they are saying that only humans have the capabilities to reason. Next to that they give
an explanation in which way humans and animals can be described together: only via comparison. In this way,
the two come into contact with each other but never coincide, when comparing there always have to be a
difference. This is in line with their earlier expressions of scrutiny towards anthropomorphism, their academic
world view and the human nature divide (Anderson, 2000). Contrastingly the children did not provide mental
differences in their answers. On the one hand, this could be a product of reproduction: a lot of animals were
represented as being able to think. On the other hand, this can also prove that the children inherently see the
differences between animals and humans in a more fluid way than the students. Rather than mental
differences, the children expressed that the differences between humans and animals are vested in behaviour.
Conversely, some children expressed that the behaviours showed by animals are also a basis of commonalities
in identifying with animals. Moral differences in behaviour between animals and humans were also described.
In this sense, the behaviour of both humans and animals are judged on the same (human) ethics. This is an act
of cultural anthropomorphism in which the children frequently engaged (Mills, 2012). By doing this the
boundaries between animals and humans become vaguer. Animals were sometimes described as more moral
in their behaviour than humans. With these expressions, animals represent a sort of moral example for the
preferred behaviour of humans. So at first human cultural values are placed upon animals by judging their
behaviour on human ethics, but later these (more ) moral behaviours of the animals are placed upon humans.
With these expressions of cultural anthropomorphism, the children engage in an act of bridging a dichotomy
between humans and animals. In this instance, anthropomorphism can help to blur these boundaries and give
way to a more fluid understanding of the relation between humans and animals.
In reflecting on the question whether humans are allowed to anthropomorphize the students and children
reacted differently again. The group of the children provided mixed reactions about this theme; on the one
hand, there were children that conveyed that it was impossible to know what was in an animals’ mind; so how
could humans possibly project feelings upon them that are not founded in reality? These responses can be
characterized by the arguments of the anti-anthropomorphites (Keeley, 2014). Other reactions in this group
comprised a sense of relativism, by saying that everything we as humans know is a representation. Conversely,
it is not a big deal to place these human concepts on animals for these children because it is only how we as
humans relate to other beings and the environment; by making sense of it in our own terms. These reactions
resound with the arguments provided by the anthropomorphites (Keeley, 2014). The last view held by one of
the children comprises a sense of biophilia as a virtue (Clowney, 2013). If there are only animalistic
representations, anthropomorphism would not exist anymore. These three expressions on how to relate to
anthropomorphism represent a lot of variety in worldviews of the children. The students on the other hand
uniformly rejected the use of anthropomorphism, because it was seen as deceptive and not grounded in in
their academic worldview. Therefore it can be said that children relate more to the ideas of the biophilia as a
virtue (Clowney, 2013) and the students respond more to the ideas of held up by the human-nature divide
(Anderson, 2000). Next to that the worldviews of the students are mainly informed by an academic focus. The
children, on the other hand, expressed variable representations of their worldviews. The data leads me to
further accept the ideas of Sullivan (1995) and Hodgetts and Lorimar (2014) that convey that scholars are
socialized by their knowledge institutions in seeing a divide between humans and animals. This also supports
the previously stated argument that it is valuable that the ways science describes the differences and
commonalities between humans and animals are placed under scrutiny and that other ways of thinking (where
knowledge, affect, and emotion are more enmeshed) can prove valuable in fostering meaningful relations with
nature.
There were some findings during this research that were unexpected. For a starter the focus–group of the
students was not as diverse as expected beforehand, all the respondents agreed very easily with each other, so
there was not much room for discussion. Ultimately this was caused by their similarities in the academic
understanding of nature. Although this focus group did reflect a scientific representation as envisioned in the
method, they were not always impervious in directing their affect towards animals. Also, it strikes me as odd
that on the one hand, the students disliked the film with all the misleading anthropomorphism and drama, but
at the same time thought the film to be perfect for people who do not like nature as much. How could this
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dualism be explained? It seems that the students set themselves apart. They value knowledge more than
dramatic or anthropomorphic representations, but at the same time, they seem to hypothesize that other (lay)
people are not that attracted to that kind of knowledge, but to dramatics and anthropomorphism. Therefore
the film is better suited for laypeople than for scholars. I did not expect such a result because I was under the
assumption that the scholarly people always view discussions or problems from more than one side. This
unexpected result can relate to the thesis that scholars are part of a dogmatic paradigm about
anthropomorphism that deems it as bad and something to avoid (Sullivan, 1995) (Hodgetts & Lorimer, 2014).
The other focus-group also surprised me, because of the sometimes sophisticated philosophical answers to
difficult questions about the relation between humans and animals. Moreover, I was surprised that the
children can actively reflect on a difficult concept like anthropomorphism, and relate to it from different points
of view. I expected that the children would respond in other ways than the students. Of course, this was true
but not in the way I thought; the children expressed a greater variety in relating to anthropomorphism many
stances were discussed. In that way, they provided a counter-narrative in this research because the group of
the children did not fully respond to the naïve character as described in the method. Also, the children did not
respond to the naïve character (lay people are easily misled by anthropomorphism) as described by the
students. This leads me to say that anthropomorphic representations are less problematic than often described
by the anti-anthropomorphites and the students because the children exactly know when a representation is
mediated in a particular way.
The research method employed can be regarded as a good way to evaluate how people think and speak about
anthropomorphism and how they relate to nature itself. Via the discussions on the scenes of the film I did not
have to dominate the focus group of the students by imposing my questions, rather I listened a lot and
sometimes steered the conversation to deeper insights. The children, on the other hand, were sometimes a bit
shy in responding to the questions in this phase; luckily the teacher helped me by inviting the children to speak
up. My own derived scenes functioned very well as a tool in letting both kids and students reflect on the
concept of anthropomorphism, most of the children responded spontaneously on the newly derived scenes. I
could see that the children were visibly relaxed because the scenes were sometimes perceived as exaggerated
and hilarious. These expressions of spontaneous reactions can be explained by the factor of relating to
something new and not to something already internalized or processed. Not only did this character of the
scenes help in the process of spontaneously reacting to the scenes, it was also apparent from these scenes that
the children clearly knew that they were watching a representation of nature. Therefore I became aware that
the children were not as naïve as the students described. The students also reacted differently to my own
scenes than to the existing clips. They (verbally) attacked me by stating that these misleading scenes were
unheard of (for a scientist). By exaggerating the notions of anthropomorphism both groups revealed to me a
deeper understanding of how they relate to the concept.
Just as with any other research, there are several limitations as in how the data can be interpreted and
generalized. Also, the method used and the trajectory of this research have its implications on the research
itself. I started out with the goal to reveal if and how anthropomorphism can foster the environmental
engagement amongst different people. During the research, I realized that this goal was too ambitious and very
hard to prove with the selected method. Therefore I changed the objective, now the research focusses more on
how people think, talk and express themselves about anthropomorphism in the film. Instead of looking for
correlations I tried to enlighten the tensions in literature with qualitative data. Due to this change in focus,
there are some limitations are mitigated, however, other limitations about the method still exist. The group of
the students only consisted out of four different people. The small number of people in this focus group could
have led to one dominant vision against anthropomorphism. Although I did not have the impression that the
students influenced each other much in their expressions, most of the responses converged with each other to
a certain degree. Ultimately the academic character as described in the literature was reproduced. Next to
that, the research consists of two focus groups; therefore the results cannot be generalized to larger
populations of children and natural science master students. However theoretical generalization is allowed for
when using focus group discussions and these two focus groups did provide useful data on how different
people relate to nature, anthropomorphism, and the film on the basis of being scientifically informed.
Ultimately the empirics in this study can serve to test and scrutinize some theoretical insights. Considering the
explorative character of this study and the focus on diversity the limited number of focus groups is not a
problem because the data provides a deep understanding of how the relations under investigation are played
out in practice. Another limitation is that the input for the analysis consists of English quotes of both focus
groups. Contrastingly all the discussions were conducted in Dutch because people (especially children) express
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themselves more accurately in their native language. Thereafter the data was coded and translated, but in this
process, some of the original nuances may be lost in translation and therefore harder to grasp for the reader.
Nevertheless, when translating the Dutch responses into English I tried to keep as close to the original
meanings.
The relations and insights of this thesis can be regarded as empirical input for further research and as an
empirical addition to theories about anthropomorphism, experiences with nature and differences between
humans and animals. Possible topics of such a research could be a replication of this study with attention to
more groups, different groups, and bigger groups. In this way, more details and sounder conclusions can be
filtered out. It is highly recommended that the researcher makes own scenes containing (extreme forms of)
anthropomorphism to reveal in a more precise way how the people think and talk about anthropomorphism..
Also, the study results of this study could be verified with a replication that has a focus on the differences
between scientific and lay representations about anthropomorphism. Other structural differences like age,
gender, rural vs urban are not addressed in this research but could be equally valuable to explore in the light of
these results. To substantiate claims about how different experiences (vicarious and direct) with nature shape
each other another study could be carried out. To filter out the interdependencies in experiencing nature, one
group visits the area in person and later deals with a vicarious representation whereas another group deals
with a vicarious representation first and later has a direct experience of that same area. Later these two groups
are questioned in a qualitative way by using diaries, focus groups or individual interviews. On the other hand,
this study can also employ a quantitative focus by using questionnaires and later using statistics. Better would
be to use a mixed method design to allow for statistic generalization but at the same time retaining the
explaining focus of the qualitative methods. Possible materials could include new nature films of the
Netherlands like ‘Natuur in de Delta’, ‘De Wilde Stad’, or the new tv series ‘Levende Rivier’.
In which ways do people make sense of- and react to anthropomorphism as depicted in the nature film “De
Nieuwe Wildernis”?
People with different levels of scientific socialization make sense and relate differently to the tensions involved
with anthropomorphism. Concerning the perceived tension between vicarious and direct experiences of
nature, it can be said that the two groups did express different views on this topic. Moreover, the data suggests
that the direct experiences can be mediated as well; especially the children see these experiences as more
enmeshed whereas the students split the two experiences based on their academic understanding of reality. In
practice these theoretical distinctions are not as clear-cut; rather both experiences seem to shape each other.
Hereby the boundaries between these experiences become blurred, this could lead to disappointment when
visiting nature directly, however, it remains uncertain if the fear that vicarious representations will replace
direct experiences with nature is justified (Kellert, 2002). Although both groups provided some arguments that
respond to this fear, the majority of the respondents would like to visit the Oostvaardersplassen to compare
the visuals in the film. Also, a direct experience is preferred for reasons of peacefulness, sensation (touch) and
smell. Vicarious experiences are (now) unable to transmit these components; therefore direct visits are still an
important way to experience nature.
Next to that there are different ways in how people direct their affect when seeing images of animals and
holistic nature. The students mainly directed their affect towards objective knowledge about nature whereas
the children directed their affect towards individual animals. The children directed their affect to these animals
on the basis of beauty, drama, danger and pain. Through these dramatic scenes of pain and death, the children
expressed a personified connection with the totality of nature, because they said that everything (including
humans) is part of that nature. Not the ecological processes were appreciated; rather the affect of the children
was directed to their own place in the whole system. The students, on the other hand, did not express such
feelings. Their reactions to the film could be influenced by their scientific perception and their focus on facts
and resentment of anthropomorphism (Hodgetts & Lorimer, 2014) (Sullivan, 1995). Their academic conceptions
of nature hamper their ability to appreciate and connect to other representations of nature.
Ultimately there are differences between humans and animals; however, both groups seem to describe
different differences that make a difference. Again the different levels of being scientifically informed could be
a basis of explanation for these different expressions. The students only described mental differences between
humans and animals; humans have the power to reason, belief and think whereas animals the behaviour of
animals is based on instinct. This reflects the ideas that still pertain in (most) academic circles and western
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societies: the human nature divide. Conversely, anthropomorphism (in the film and my own scenes) is
perceived as something bad and to be avoided because it contradicts the academic reality of the students and
can mislead lay people. This fear is refuted by the expressions of the children; they can actively relate to
anthropomorphism and are aware of these representations. Contrasting to the students the children provide a
range of opinions responding to the question of the ethical use of anthropomorphism. This continuum ranges
from “anthropomorphism is not allowed” to “there is no such thing as anthropomorphism.” in this way the
children express their own worldviews whereas the students are susceptible to adhere to the scientific (and
negative) framing of anthropomorphism. Furthermore, the children focussed on behavioural differences
between humans and animals and compared these behaviours on the basis of human moral standards.
Sometimes animals were perceived as being more moral than humans. With these expressions of cultural
anthropomorphism, the children engage in an act of bridging a dichotomy between humans and animals. In
this way, anthropomorphism can aid to alleviate the rigid distinctions between humans and animals. In this
way the students represent more of the human nature divide, because humans and animals are divided based
on (the lack of) mental capacities (Anderson, 2000). The expressions of the children, on the other hand,
resound more with the theory of biophilia as a virtue (Clowney, 2013). Concerning this difference in relating to
nature it can be said that in able to transition to a more biophilic society, schooling and research systems are to
be rethought, giving way to other forms of environmental learning where knowledge is more enmeshed with
the affect for- and emotions toward nature itself.
A bit of anthropomorphism in films may not be such a bad thing after all.
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Appendix 1: coding structure
1: Coding of content

Content
experiences

affect

differences

anthropomorphism

direct
vicarious
individuals
holistic nature
objective knowledge
mental
behavioural
physical
allowed
not allowed

2: Coding of subjects

Subject

film

entities

technique
perspective
goal
marketing
music
narration
lay people
animals
nature
managers (SFS)
target group
wilderness
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3: Coding of values

Values involved
beautiful
funny
good
happy
positive
interesting
nice
positive
proud
special
boring
depressing
disappointed
distracting
dramatic
negative irritated
missing out
problematic
sad
superficial
twisting reality
different
emotional
other values important
subjective
objective

4: Coding of interaction

interaction
coupling
complimentary remark
question
discussion
contrasting view

agreement
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